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CHRISTIAN ARCHITECTURE AND ART 

IN THE SERVICE OF 
THE WORD 

(Outline) 

Introductions; 
A.The meaning of the term 'Word'.,: 

aeIts paramount importance.’ 

b.What is included in the term ‘Word',: 

c.Everything olse is ancillary to the Worde: 

B.What is meant by ‘service of the Word.! 

a.The Word is effective in and by itself.: 

b.Architecture and art cannot do the work of the Word.: 
c¢.They can contribute and be ancillary to the Word.: 

aae3y removing external hindrances to the proper 

hearing ani reception of the Word; 

bb.By being helpful in creating the proper attit- 

tude to,and correct ‘atmosphere'for,its hear- 

ing. 

4.Whatever is osentially and typically Christian in Art 

and Architdcture is the Word.: 

ctures; 
sic principles for the use of Christian acrchitec-— 

ture and art in the service of the Word.: 

B.Location,Setting,and Orientation.: 

C.The Ground-plane‘ 

@,The size-of the church.: 

b.The dimensions of the churche: 

aa."Langkirche «* 

bb. The cruciform churche: 

cc.Other forms.: 

c.Parts’ of the churche’ 

aa.The nave.: 

bb. The: chancel.: 

cc.The narthex. 

dd.The baptistrye: :  
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ee. Towers and steeples. 

f£f£.Utility rooms.: 

gg-Basement vs.parish hall. 

B.The superstructuree; 

a.The height of the church.’ 

b.Towors and steeples.; 

c.Wall textures; 

A.Opanings.: 

c.Ceailing.’ 

£.Floors.s: 

gq@.-S3alicony and choir loft. 

h.¥he acoustics of the church.’ 

E.Styles of architectures: 

a.Improper styles for the churche: 

&.The basilicae: F 

¢.Tha Romanesque stylee: 

a.Thoa Renaissance style (Baroque, Rococo? 

e.The Modernistic stylee’ 

f..The Gothic stylea* 

P.building materials.’ 

a. Stone. 

b.Brick.: 

c.Wood.: 

d.Other- materials.: 

G,teating,cooling,and ventilation. 

‘ELsArt. 

A.Of the building itself: 

a. Paintings’ 

aa.Materials.: 

bb.Style of decoratione’ 

cc.The value of colore: 

dd.Murals and mosaits-«; 

b.Sculptures: 

aa.Stone-: 

bh.Metale: 

cc.Wood.: 

dd.Other materials.: 

iv 

 



@-Glass(fenestration).- 

aa. Purpose. 

bb. Designe’ 

ce. Coloration.: 

dd.Special windows.: 

a.Symbolism of the: churche: 

B.Interior furnishingse: 

a.The furniture.: 

aa.Cf the chancel.’ 

bb.Of the nave,’ 

cc.Of other rooms: 

b.Peraments and vestments.’ 

ceThe symbolism thereon. . 

C.The Art of worship.’ 

a.Music of the Church’ 

b.Hymnody of the Church.’ 

aa.Congregational singing.’ 

bb.The choir. 

e.The Liturgy of the Churche- 

a.The instruments for Church use.‘ 

e.Literature in the service of the Worde-: 

COncilus ion. 7 
a.Whatever in architecture and art does not serve the 

Word ia not Christian.: 

b.Whatever is typically and esentially Christian in 

architecture ani art: serves the Word beste: 

e.Church architects and artists should ply their 

trade from this viewpoint.’ 

d.Congregations and their leaders should insist on ite’ 

   



  

  

CHRISTIAN ARCHITECTURE AND ART 

IN THE SERVICE OF THE WORD 

Introduction 

The purpose of the Christian Church is the proclamation 

of the Word.Already in the Church of the Old Testament the 

Prophets,as their name implies,were the preachers of the 

Church.When the Head of the Church,Christ Jasus,walkead on 

this earth,His ministry was a ministry of the Word,to which, 

also,His ministry of healing was only ancillary.for the work 

of preaching he prevared Himself,in the State of His Humilia- 

tion,already in His youth,as witness His activity in the 

Temple at the tender age of twelve years, He was the "Teacher 

come from God" (John 3,2),The Prophet foretold by Moses,unto 

whom Israel should hearken (Deut.48,45),which prophecy Peter 

quotes and applies in his sermon in the Temple after the heal- 

ing of the Lame man (Acts 4,22f)-: At the Transfiguration of 

Christ,the Father acknowledges Him as His Son and gives the 

direction: "Hear ye Him"(Matt.475;5). Hence,Christ spent most 

of His time during His public ministry in “preaching the 

Word" (Mark 2,2),publicly and privately;and when the time 

came for Him to leave this world,He instituted the Public 

Ministry,thus perpetuating His pro=ketic Oftice on earth. 

The Great Commission to the Church reads:“Go ye therefore 

and teach (addy freak -make disciples) e.: by "teaching 

( Akeewoyleg ) them, "(Matt.28,49.!20); "Preach the Gospel,” 
(Mark 46,45.) .And of the preaching of His disciples He says, 

“He that heareth you,heareth Me" (Luke 40, 46).: 
; 4  



  
  

\ fatths-Roms12;-6)Expounding the Word(Luke 24,27;acts 8, 26ff), 

This command the Apostles well understood and faithfully 

executed,so much so,that even the bitter enemies of Paul 

and his coworkers at Thessalonika testified that they had 

“turned the world upside down" (Acts 17,61 by their preaching, 

and that Paul could state that "the word of the truth of the 

4,5.-6./)., 

The Mission and the Message of the Church remain the same 

to the end of days:the proclamatidn of the Word,which alone 

is ablo to save men's souls (James 4,24).; Not ‘any word, but 

the Word,the Word of God,as it is revealed in the pages of 

the Gacred Volume which, though written by men,is penned by 

divine inspiration.Not man's word,not even the opinion of 

the most Laarned and enlightened, but solely the Word of Him 

who alons has the authority to establish articles of faith 

and precepts of life,has a place in the Church. “Whatsoever 

IT command thee,thou shalt speak"(Jer. 4,7) and "I have put My 

words in thy mouth"(Jor.4,9),applies not only to Jeremiah, 

but to gall preachers of all times.Only God's Word is% to be 

proclaimed,but also all of God's Word.Like Paul,the preachers 

of ali ages must not shun “to declare@essall the counsel of 

God, "(Acts 20,27).: : i 

"Proach the Word," (2 Tim. 4, 2) wads, therefore.also the 

Simrle,but very definite direction of Paul to young co- 

worker.Preaching the Word,however,does not mean only the 

Treading of the Sacred Text,nor memorizing portions and re- 

citing them.Tt does mean,however,that the contents of the 

sermon must be grounded on the Word and be in harmony with 

it (alot 05) ert agen LS ~1blias pen—confornity—with- the 

drawing timely instruction,encouragement,warning,and comfort 

from it,is preaching the Word.Manifold,indeod,aro the methods 

of preaching the Word:In the Church service through the read- 

ing of the Scriptures and the sermon,the Liturgy,and hymnody; 

in study groups through catechization and mother methods of 

instruction;through the printed pages;and privately by conver= 

sation and writing. Any and all methods whereby Christian know=-  



  

  

ledge and spiritual blessings are imparted,is a preaching of 

the Word. That,obviously,includes tha Sacraments, Baptism and 

the Eucharist.Well does Luther point out in his Small Cate- 

chism that Baptism “is not simple water only,but it is the 

water comprehended in God's command and connected with God's 

Word,” and,again, that it. is the "Word,which is in and with 

the water," which does these great things of "giving forgive- 

ness of sins,delivering from death and the Jevil,and giving 

  

  

eternal salvation." Thus,also,in his instruction on the Sac- 

ramant of the Altar,he speaks in virtually the same words: 

“Tt is not the cating and drinking, indeed, that does them, but 

mission of sins," “which words, besédethe bodily eating andi 

drinking,are as the chief thing in the Sacrament." Wall, 

thorefore,have the Sacraments bean called ‘the visible Wori', 

and the 3efinition of Augustine still stands, “Accodit verbun_ 
  

ad elementum et fit Sacramentum. " 

Thus,not in the sense of distinguishing the Word from the 

Sacraments,but in the wider sense of including it,do we use 

the term ‘Word' in this thesis,as being served by Christian 

architecture and art. i 

The Word, then,being the very raison d'etre and Fxistenz- 

Zweck,as well as the very life of the Church,it follows not 

only that it must occupy a position of paramount importance, 

not only that it is the only thing which has a rightful place 

(Hausrecht) in the Church,but also that everything else may 

not only be,but must be ancillary,i.,e@e,directly or indirsactly 

helpful to accomplish the purposes of the Word,in brief,all 

externals must serve _ the Word. 

We have stated our proposition, "Christian Architecture and 

Art in the Service of the word“,with a purpose.The arts can, 

and should,serve the Word.But tte Word does not need them to 

be powerful and effective.Although the Word is not irrésis-— 

table,it is ‘powerful and effective in itself,per se.Paul calls 

the Gospel “the power of God unto salvation, ™ Rom. 4, 163 and 

the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews states emphatically: 

"The Word of God is quick and powerful,and sharper than any   
hg
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two-edged sword,piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul 

and spirit,and of the joints and marrow,and is a discernor 

of the thoughts and intents of the heart,“ Hebr.4, 42. And 

Jer.24,29 we read: "Is not my word like as a fire? saith the 

Lord;anid like a hammer that breaketh the rock in pieces?" 

Fhis claim of Scriptures is corroborated by the history of 

the Christian Church as well as by our own experience and ob- 

servation.This power lies in the essence of the Word,the Word 

per so.The Word is powerful when fead in the lowliest,filth- 

iest hovel or when proclaimed in the humblest hute° 

Net only is the Word’a power of God unto salvation,but it 

is the power of God to regenerate,sanctify,and save.Nothing 

Can take its place.Philosophies may reform habits.Conscience 

may cause regret.Apologetics may remove external hindrances.’ 

But romorse is not repentance and respectability is not 

Christianity. 

There have been many attempts to find substitutes for 

Christianity,cespecially on tho part of such who deny the 

essentially ultramundane character of true religion. Among 

other things,Art had beon substituted for religion.Instead 

of serving the Word,it has usurped the place of the Word. 

We think,in this connection,particularly of the tribe of 

"Schoengeister" in Germany and elsewhere,whose object of 

worship is Art. Schiller “verwechselte die Kunst mit der 

Religion;sie sollte die Kraft haben das Herz zu reinigen." 

Certainly we do not wish to deny or even minimize the on- 

nobling and uplifting influence of beauty,but we agree 

with Binder: "The contemplation of the beautiful produces 

pure pleasure,but does not prompt man to action," 2 ana 

with Lic.Dr.Lasch: "Niemals kann darum die Kunst ein Ersatz 

fuer die Religion bieten kxoennen." 2 Thus also Prof.Dr. 

Steinbeck comes to the conclusion: “Das werden wir aber als 

eine Verirrung und Vorwirrung abweisen muessen.Das Schoene 

4 

4.J.Ritter,Der protestantische Gottesdienst und die Kunst,p. 20,: 

2.‘American Journal of Theology, Vol.VIII,p.652.° 

»Roligi’ ad kK t,i onats ift fuer Gottesdienst pnd 
EITOR Lae e ean ee Reef RON eee eon EE ES “fuer Cottessienst—ene 
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ist etwas fuer sich und das Religioese ist etwas fuer sich. 

Das Religioese enthaelt zwar auch einen Moment des Schoenen 

in sich,aber nicht kann das Schoene ein Ersatz fuer das fol- 

igiocese sein,” * Lic.Dr.Lasch of Strassburg arrives at the 

correct estimate of the relation of art to religion when he 

states: "Die Kunst ist ein Vorhof, das Heiligtum ist die Reli- 

gion." e What Dr.Steinbeck writes of music,can be apblied to 

all art: "Darin [aass die Musik den Zweck hat dem Wort zu die- 

nen/ liegt dass sie sich dann mit dem religioesen Wort ver- 

binden und auf ihre Betaetigung als reine Musik verzichten 

muss. "And whereas, perhaps,Dr.Steinbeck draws the line between 

art and religion too severely,denying pure art any right 

whatsoever in the Church, yet we conclude that the Church dare 

not be made an art museum for the worship of the 'Schoengeis-— 

ter',and that grt for art's sake positively has no place in | 

the Church.Again quoting Dr.Steinbeck: "Wir koennen hier nicht 

den Grundsatz befolgen,l'art pour l'art,deh.’ die Kunst nur 

fuer die Juenger der Kunst,sondern muessen sagen:idie Kunst im 

Dienste dor Cemeinde@e'seIch betone immer wieder,dass der CGot- 

tesdionst kein Kirchenkonzert ist.Der Gottesdienst ist nicht 

zur Kunstpflege,sonidern die Kunst tritt in den Dienst des Got- 

tesdienstes,um seine Zwecke an ihrem Teil enthuellen zu helfen.™ 

What’ place then,has art in the Church? The obvious answer 

issArt for religions sake.Art can be,and should ba,the hand- 

maid of the Word.It is peculiarly adapted for this purpose.‘ 

Let us beware of the extreme position of the Puritan and I= 

conoclast.We quote the warning of the Rev.W.Strobel: "The 

most radical in its position was the Society of Friends. The 

most rigid ideas of simplicity,commencing with the apparel 

of the individual, passing into social living, regulating their 

Church buildings’ and their modes of worship were adopted,run- 

ning sometimes into the. grotesque. By excluding every external 

4 

  
    

4. adiensts! und Stetiang: der stronenmus ik in arcs gelischen 
Gotfesdienst n erpezearee che Zoitschrift, 41930,p.839.' 

-Laech cit. p. aoe 
use Steinbeck opel 28390. 
aisteinbeck op cit, °844,° 

 



  

  

attraction,it was hoped to develop in the highest degree 

the purely spiritual.The result has been a beautiful hum- 

anitarianism,no aggressive power,inability to secure con- 

trol of the young-=--irraconcilable schisms,and tendency to 

rapid decadence.There was something neoded,more than tho 

merely intellectual,to perpetuate and extend it as a power 

for Good.One of its most intelligent preachers has told me, 

that he felt the need of a stated ministry, Bible classes 

and Sunday schools with their necessary adjuncts as essan— 

tial to their future existence, finding it impossible to be 

maintained,save with a small and paculiar class of minds of 

great simplicity and purity,able to reach a high conception 

of the spiritual without external aids." 

Art may be divided into the two catagories of Religious 

and Secular Art.Both can be employed in the service of the 

Word.However,when we use the term Secular Art as being of 

use in the Church for the service of the Word,we limit it, 

of coursse,to the 'neutral' part,which is not offensive to 

Christian sensibilities.Tt may be difficuit to draw an ex- 

act line of demarfcation between secular and religious art. 

Thus,for instance,the pointed Cothic as an architectural 

feature was developed for EK& practical purposes,namely to 

diminish tho lateral thrust of great weights,as we have it 

in the round arch.It lLont itself admirable,however,to. being 

invested with symbolic meaning:the aspiration to high and 

noble things,and growth in spiritual Life.Surely we cannot 

rule out all pure art just because it is not typically rel- 

igious and Christian art,as does Pr..Steiyheck of pure nusic: 

"Diese Frage [on reine Instrumentalmusik im Sottesdianst 

brauchbar ei] muss ich verneinen.® We would rather agree 

with Frank Otis Erb:"Insofar as we may be aided by such fac- 

tors as architectural qualities, light,color,Jecorations..wa 

should be foolish not to use them.” We maintain, however,that 

distinctive and typically Christian art should be employed 

| 
| 

| 

4.Strobel Wes DD.,Art in its Relation to worship in the Luthe- 
eran Church, grt terly -Reviow w, Apr. 4879, p.474¢ 

‘ ie 

F'op. cit. p- Ofis, art in the Minister! s Training, The Colgate- 
Rochester Divinity School Review, IV,No.4,p.  
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whereever possible; but weicannot “rule-out such neutral art 

as borders of floral .or geometric design as being improper 

in a Christian church,or noble and lofty ‘neutral' music, 

although opinions will differ widely as to what may be deemed 

proper and what not.Buc white we cannot rula out entireiy ail 

neutral art as altogether out of place in a Christian church, 

because it is unnecessary and impossible,- yet the obvious 

conclusion is that if there is a suf@icient treasure of 

Christian art in any particular field,why dwsaw on secular 

art? Why employ a meaningless floral or geometrical design 

in wall or ceiling decoration,when we have so much in Christ-— 

ian symbolism that can be employed in decorative features; 

or why2 should the organist play "Melody in :*8" by Rubenstein 

or "Spring Song" by Mendelsohn,when there is at his disposal 

awealth of religious musical treasure? 

Esthetics and Religion have definite points of contact. 

"Both Art and Religion have very close relation to the em- 

otions,and therefore to each other." Says Dr.Laschs: “Es 

fragt sich aber ob nun diese reinliche Scheidung zwischen 

Religion und Kunst,die sich in der Theorie wohl durchfuehren 

iaesst,auch dem tatsaechlichem Befunde unseres Seelenlebens 

entspricht?oder ob wir es nicht vielmehr auch hier mit ei+ 

nem Ineinanderfliessen unserer Gefuehlsbewegungen zu tun 

haben,welches jegliche strenge Rubriziefung verbietet." 

"Art and religion, then,have a similar effect: on the feelings 

and they often cooperate in this respect.What place belongs 

to each in education?fCan art: take the place of religion in 

the development of the emotions? From what has been said so 

far,it would seem as if this might be the case.But art and 

religion differ,nevertheless,so much in their effect upon 

feelinag,that they can never serve as substitutes for each 

othet. "len ough art cannot take the place of religion,it P 
can serve it well.The Christian religion,also,is beautiful. 

4.0th is gt... trical mosaigs cbuld not be used 
d Pigment and color schemes outside of the. liturgical £ 
Z Fafeoula not be employed. ‘o 
2.Sinder,opecit.; 
Sibaschopecit. pez4ser” 
4.Binder,oOp.cit.,p.636e: 
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Whatever, therefore,is shabby and ugly,is incongruous with 

true religion.While it is,no doubt, trus,that God can be 

worshipped in spirit and in truth also in unpleasant sur- 

roundings,such surroundings do not add to, but rather da- 

tract fromthough not the efficiency,, yet the effectiveness 

of the Word.for while the Word,per 3e,remains constant in 

its efficiency, yet unpleasant surroundings may,and do, 

placa hindrances into the path of the Word.That is true 

of all slements of our environment that effect the senses. 

Ugly and uninviting church buildings are an offense to tho 

eye.I have read of worshippers whose attention was dis- 

tructed by the ungrammatical language or incorrect pro- 

nunciation of the preacher,by a'loud'tie,or bright tan 

shoes protruding beneath his pulvit robe. Discordant and 

raucaus sounds disturb the sar. Remarks Dr.Strobel: "IT 

have known the power of many a soul-awakening sermon i 

destroyed by the ill-timed efforts of a very poor choir." 

Offensive odors may causa inattentiveness;uncomfortable 

Seats or improper temperature may causa the most eloquent anid 

homiletically correct sermon to fall flat;and sour or bitter 

wine in Holy Communion may diminish the comaunicants' de- 

votion to a minimun. 

When speaking of the effects of Church art on the senses, 

we have in mind the empirical Church and its worshippers, 

not the ideal Church.We Christians,as well as the stranger 

within our gates,are still in the body.We are,here,dealing 

with human beings,not angels,and also the Old Adam in us 

must not be forgotten.The purpose of Church architecture 

and art,then,even in so far as it is neutral,is a psycho- 

logical one;negatively,tbe elimination of such architectural 

and artistic (?) features-as distract,and offend man's 

esthetic sensibilities,and positively,replacing them by 

Such as tend to produce a 6eeling of well-being of mind 

and. body, comfort,expectancy,and attentiveness. The ‘Yord 

appeals to the intellect,emotions,and the will.Art af- 

fects only the emotions.What is meaningful in Christian art 

4.op.cit.,p. 1760: 
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appeals, indeed,also to the intellect and will.But we confine 

ourselves,for the moment,to the effect of pure art contont 

of all Church art on tho emotions.Human feeling is tremen- 

dously affected by its surroundings. Such foatures as style, 

design,color,make a-dafiniie impression on us,put us into 

a certain mood and attitude. "A color of a certain shade and 

intensity makes a pleasant impression on us." "The hurpose 

of-art and religion cannot,consequaently,be to kill or sur= 

press the emotions,but to transform and control them...» 

Religion is not a purely theoretical affair,but a tremendous- 

ly important one;G@eé.% in practical matters the emotions 

are fulty/tjas important as the intellect." "When a service 

is conducted without the assistance of the arts,as for in- 

Stance in the strictly Puritan Churches,the tendency is 

toward intellectualism,ieee,toward dogmatism,and therefore 

toward rationalismjand the gmotions,instead of being kept 

Supple and pliant,become hard and rigid..In other words, 

the elimination of the aesthetic slement has the tendency 

to drive out the gmotions from religion altogether,whera, 

on the other hand,the artistic elemont,2.g.music,plays 

too prominent a part,roligion tends to become purely as 

motional,volatile,and ineffective in building up a strong 

character.Tha best results are obtained when aesthetic ele- 

ments are combined with those of religion,and both are 

purified and objectified through the medium of the intei- 

LlecteseesR@ligion must be well balanced;it must maintain ¢ 

happy medium between intallectualism and emotionalism." 

A& low ceiling is oppressive;certain colors,as greys and blues, 

seem cold;unpleasing designs and poor proportions irritate; 

and the effeet of music on the human emotions is well known. 

If,then,already a -warm,cheerful,ploasant,and beautiful 

environmont can be helpful in creating a benevolent and 

receptive attitude in the church attendant,it is obvious 

that what is typically Christian in architecture and art 

will be even more helpful,because what is essentially _ 

Christian in them is: the Word.We have here,a happy com- 

4.Binder,op.cit.,pe654e°     
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bination of art and the Word.The pointed arch,the high vaul- 

ting,the Gothic styla in ganeral,directs not only our eyes, 

but also our minds to things above and cries alou#:Sursun 

corda;the wealth of Christian symbolism in painting,mosaic, 

stained glass,and sculptura,call to mind Christiun doctrines 

and ideas.Entire sermons can be preached in paint,glass,and 

Stone.Tha Long center aisle directs our eyes forward with j 

the sense of expectancy to the chancol with its altar and 

pulpit as the places of prayer.and proclamation. Paintings 

of Biblical scenes direct our attention to the themes de- 

pictei and suggest them as subjects for devotion.Tha sound 

of noble and upjifting music,especially whan embodying 

Strains of religious meaning,as 9.9., variations of hymns, 

encourage religious contemplation.In brief,the entire en- 

vironmonts hava the psychological effect of causing a feol- 

ing of the naarnass of God: "The Lord is in His holy temple", 

and sounds thea call to worship, "0 coma,let us worship the Lord." 

What can be achieved in the psychological effect on the 

emotions and the intellact by Church art,the writer can wit- 

ness from personal, experience.The former grey and dirty walls 

of his church were converted by competent church decorators 

into a cheerful and colorful church interior,rich in Christ- 

ian symbolism.The artists succeeded not only in achieving a 

thing of baauty,but to put meaning: into every border and 

design.Two stained.sglass windows have since been added 

with Biblical themes done .in symbolism.A definitely notice— 

able transformation has come over the’ audience. Talking and 

whispering before or during the service has well-nigh ceasede’ 

Church decorum has definitely improved.The entire attitude of 

the: audience seems elevated.Many a visitor who had come to 

view the church has remarked,when stepping into the nave: 

“Why, you can just feel that you are in a church," and walk 

reverently and speak in'subdued tones.More than one parish-=- 

oner has remarked, "Why,I could sit for hcurs and meditato 

on the symbolism in the windows.” ; 

Tinally,we might add the observation that Church art 

shoulda be: truly artistic,in order to serve the Word best. 

The best is nona too good for the House of God.Rather a 
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little fitst-class art than much that is amateurish and 

mediocro,or oven grotesque. "Whatever is done in connection 

with church services,should be well done,so as to mako it 

the most attractive and conducive to the solemnity con- 

t@mplated.Whatover will olevate the thoughts and draw thom 

away from earth,is desirable.” “An object which does not 

cali forth in us pure pleasure has no claim on the name art- 

istic." Howover the warning of Dr.Strobel is also in place: 

"In the future it may be’ well for us to be on our guard. Jn- 

due attention to what may be termed the formalities of wore 

ship have,and may still take,the place of that which is due 

Him who would have the true worshipper worship Him in spirit 

and in truth." 

We shall now take up the various features of Christian 

architecture and art and see how they can be conducive to 

a@ receptive and expectant attitude on the vart of the hearer, 

in brief,perform their function of serving the Word. 

IT. ARCHITECTURE. 

The primary consideration of Church architecture is the 

question:How will it best serve its exalted purpose,the pro- 

clamation of the Word? This question cannot be fully ans-= 

wered by the architect,unless he has been highly trained in 

the requisites of Christian worship. It is highly, desirable, 

yes,for the best results imperative,that he,himself,be a 

devout Christian,in order not only to know,but himself to 

feel the desiderat® of Christian architecture and thus be 

able,as a true Christian artist,to throw his whole soul 

into his work of building,not a m@re meeting-placoe,an as-= 

sembly-hail,but a temple to the Most High God,and yet a 

Place of assembly that serves bast .its purpose of the 

proclamation of the Word.Many architects employed for the 

building of churches have not the slightes.: idea of the 

Sth Scena eaenee 
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Tequiremonts of Christian worship.That is true,also,of 

"“evangelisch getaufte Baumeistere.edanen nichts gleich- 

gueltiger ist als die christliche Religion." ?roperly 

trained church architects being rare, it is important that 

the Church itself iay down its requirements and work step 

by step with the architect in the planning and execution 

of the building.The correct note is struck by Dr.Siegfried 

Scharfe in the above-mentioned article: "Das richtige Wort 

ton der "Liturgie als Bauherrin" muss tiefer verstanion 

werden.Die Liturgie ist mehr als eine Sammlung technischer 

Vorschriften,ihr Geist ist bestimmend.Der religicese Gehalt 

eines Gottesdienstes soll sich im kirchlichen Baum und Bau- 

koerpor widerspiegein.Das ist der entscheidenie Punkt, bai 

dem der Architekt allerdings die Mitarbeit von Thoeologen 

notwendig gebraucht.Es laesst sich gine gerade Verbindungs-— 

linie zizhan zwischan dem religioesen Pathos,der art got— 

tesdienstlicher Bataetigung,iem Inhal€ von religioesam 

Wort und Liad,die alle don Rern und Ausgangspunkt sakral— 

architektonischen Gestaltens bildon, uni den Formen des 

Architektan,iia gleichsam dia Satiale @ieses Kerns sind." 

In order, however,that: the represantative of the Church 

may insist on the proper liturgical requirements,it is 

necessary that he himself know them and be able to give the 

nacessary leadorship to this end to his building comnit-— 

tee and congregation,within the Limitations of the financial 

resources.It-is a sorrowful observation, frequently be- 

wailed also by architects and artists,that many pastors 

themselvas --for usually of them will such knowledge and 

leadership be required=-are not qualified in this respect, 

though they may be highly trained theologians in other 

fields.There should be a required course in Christian 

Architecture and Art in the curriculum of every theological 

seminary.iIn virtually every minister's life the occasion 

will come to lead in the building of a church at least 

once during his ministry or,if not the building of a church,: 

4.Dr. -elegirieses Scharfe, Zum Peet ase. des modernen Kirchbaus, 
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yet its enlargement, renovation or alteration,or at least 

some detail,as the addition of a chancel,installation of 

stained-glass windows,@tc.A step in the right direction is 

the creation of a Committe on Church Architecture by the 

v@rious Church denominations. 

when stressing the Liturgical requirements in the bduil- 

ding of churches,one of the most frequent grounds: of op- 

Position =-beside the woful lack of knowledge on the part 

of laymen as to what is churchly and proper,due,again,to. 

the failure of the clergy to give the necessary instruction 

On this point---is the "leidige Geldpugkt".But while it is 

true that due,in part,to the peculiar conditions in America 

on account of tha deplorable division of Christianity and 

its resultant small congregations,greater financial Limit- 

ations are placed on the congregation,yet thers is no ex- 

cuse for the extremes of inaxpensiveness to which the building 

of churches in America has fraquently sunk. "The charge which 

60 often is mada against the American peopls,ana against the 

Lutherans especially, that their church edifices are merely 

utijitarian,ani that in many of them every Last law of beauty 

and expression,not. to speak of doctrinal and liturgical sig- 

nificance,is violated,ought no longer be tolerated.OCur peo- 

Ple,for the most part,are now in a position where they are 

no longer obligated to be hewers of wood and drawers of 

water.Moreover,in many cases,it cose no more to build a 

beautiful church,than an ugly ono.” 

Location, Orientation, Setting. 

It might seemg,perhaps,that these considerations are somer 

what far-fetched in their relation to church architecture or 

its usefulness in serving the Word.But it will not be danied, 

thatthe church building, per se,may,and should,be a fit repres- 

entative of that for which it stands and for which it is used; 

and even as the building itself: will create in the mind of 

him who views it a certain favorable or unfavorable impres- 

Sion,80 its location and environs will do Likewise.: 

4.Dr.Paul &.Kretzmann,@ Short Introduction to Church Arghi- 
tecture and Ecclesiastical Art,p: 5e° 
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Besides the obvious consideration that the church should 

be more or fess centrally situated within the area of the 

congregation which, incidentally,is not nearly as important 

now in the day of rapid and comfortable transportation as 

in the horse-and=-buggy and pedestrian days,such factors as 

a pleasant,clean,and quiet neighborhood should be given due 

consideration.A church in a run-down part of town will not 

command the respect of the unchurched,nor increase the en- 

thusiasm of its membership.The noise and din of factory and 

Tailroad will not sarve the best interests of the Wori,aiso 

from a practical standipoint.Let us build our churches in a 

pleasant and easily accessible neighborhood,pvreferably on an 

important thoroughfare without a street-car line and too 

much noisy traffic,in a resedential section.The down-town 

church is,of course,a problem in ihself,which the sound- 

insulation and ventilation engineer can help to solve.tet 

us confine ourselves to the average church.Unspeakably much 

has been sinned in our circles in regard to improper lo- 

Cation.How can an out-of-the-way church,be it ever so beaut— 

iful and correctly constructed,serve the best interests of 

the Word,when people cannot find it? What is more,the @hurch 

must go out on the highways of the world and “urge them to 

come in," and that is true,in a sense,also of the church 

building. 

Elevation is unother consideration.Too many churches are 

built ‘down in the dumps', because ground was cheaper there 

or because somebody donated a plot of ground.The location 

was not planned,but as I was told of a large Church school 

and hospital out in the country, “just happened. "Much can be 

learned from the Roman Catholic Church in this raspect. 

It is usually successful in reserving for its churches 

the highest ground,where they may be seen far and wide.Thus 

they become a permanent advertisement of the purpose for 

which they have been erested. 

Whereever the church may be built,let it be placed in 

@ proper setting. The choice: of location enters in here, but 

more immediately the ‘church grounds.! Let a sufficiently 

large plot of ground be procured,so that the picture may     
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have a frame (and sufficient spaco may be provided for en- 

largement and additional units). Let the church be set well 

back from the street and let there be a well-kept Lawn,akrub= 

bery,and trees around the church.’ A church 'sanwichea in! 

between tall buildings,weeds growing all about it,groun.is un- 

kept or even strewed with rubbish,is not an inviting sight and 

does not serve the Word as it might.The world that rasses by 

en the cutside will not judge the Church from the insize): 

By crientation we mean the setting of tho church according 

to the compass.The traditional setting is with the altar to 

the east,so that the pastor and people facing the altar have 

their eyes directed toward the east."Ex oriente luxe” There 

are also practical consiterations of lighting and ventilation.: 

When the available building site does not admit to propor 

erientation with the front entrance of tha church toward the 

strost tho correct thing to do still is to orient the build- 

ing properly,even though this should place the main entrance 

at tho far end of the Lot, Beautiful effects of satting and 

landscaping have been achieved even when the church,ts he 

oriented correctly,had to be set at an anglo other than tho 

Customary ?0 degroase’ 

The first practical considerations in the building of 

a church are the size and dimensions of the structure. They 

will have a very definite effect on the servicAbility of the 

finished building and its. efficiency in serving its purpose: 

the procaamation of the Word. 

The size of the building in relation to the number of 

worshippers is no mean consideration.In order to serve the 

Word best,both an overcrowded as well as an only partially 

filled auditorium should be avoided.An overcrowded church 

causes a sense of ‘oppressiveness and results in an inadequape 

surgly of fresh air,causing inattentiveness and drowsiness. 

The writer has often observed this in small mission chapels 

in Argontina where the people were usually ‘squeezed in'® like 

Sardines in a can, frequently also necessitating the dismis- 

sal of all but the communicants when the Eucharist was to be     
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calebrateit and cramping the voreacher's style,hecausa the 

haarers"prassed upon him"(cf.tuke 5,4},making it impossible 

for him,or at least dangerous to the naarest hearars,to 

gesticulata. Evan 39,an ovarcrowdied condition nay be praferabla 

to the opposito extraeme,ths half-<anrty church. An only parte 

fally filled church has a paculiar,but very iefinita, psy- 

chological effect on thoss present.There is a fegling of 

embargssment and disappointment.Tha affect on the preacher 

is no loss harmful.Many a preacher's ardor as he asconijei 

the pulpit has been turnad ice-cold upon viewing only a few 

pews in the distant rear of the church occupied. 

Beside the harmful psychological effect there ara also 

deplorable practical rasults.Thea singing of the congregation 

sounds hollow and Lifeless.The praacher's woris of liturgy 

ani s@rmon reacho from tha empty spaces.Tha ontitre tenor of 

the service is not what it would have’ baan,had the church beon 

fille? to capacity. 

Now large,than,should the church be? To answer this gues- 

tion various considerations must enter into the planning. Tho 

first of these,of course,is the size of the congrogation, ani, 

more specifically,of the average audience;for.ths Telation of 

thesa vary groatly.=tt may be put down as a general rule,that 

every church should have seating capacity for at-least evory 

aiult member of the @hurch.In addition an allowance should be 

made for growth.Thi8 will vary greatly according to prospsets 

in any given locality.In general we might state that 419 tp 25 

percent would seem indicated. Even so,the expansive(unit) plan 

should not ba Left out. of consideration, by which provision is 

mage for the eventual elongation of tha nave or the addition 

of transeptse. 

Special ani largely-attended services,such as wediings, 

funerals,ani others,are another consiteration,which presents 

a seemingly insurmountable problam.wWhat America really needs 

is an ‘accordion® church,a church with moveable walls.This 

situation will be experienced in the life of virtually every 

Congregation.The ono extreme, perhaps, is a private wedding 

Geramony of Baptism in church at which only a small group 

is present.Wherea the church is equipped with a baptistry, the  
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latter is mere or less satisfactorily taken care of .But what 

about private weddings in church,or funerals of persons 

practically unknown in the community? What about the mid-week, 

Or even Sunday evening service,oftan so poorly attended” Toc 

often have we heard the complaint: "we may as well discon-— 

tinue these services,because the attendance is so smalli" Yat 

we see the need and opportunities of conducting services also 

for smaller groups.Thete’ would seem to be no other solution 

of the probiem than the sowcalled wedding,or funeral,chapel, 

Connected with the main building,or os a separate unit.in 

mest cases in our circles,however,also this solution seems 

herdly feasabhle.First Lutheran- Church of Omaha,Nebr.,has a 

speciai chapel for Sunday evening services.’ 

The problem of the varying size of the audience can, how- 

ever,at leust partly be solved in various mannors.There is, 

first of all,the plan of connecting another room er rooms 

with the nave,separated by folding doors which may he flung 

oben as the need arises,particularly the audzitorium of the 

parish hall which, however,has certain disadvantages which 

we shall discuss further below. Accorazing to this plan tke 

parish hall is best added to the rear of the church with 

the main entrance (tower) between them to ons side.While 

the seating capacity of the nave should be adequate to 

accomiglate comfortably the usual Sunday morning audience, 

the parish hall may be sufficiently large to take care of 

a considerablg increase,perhaps as much as 75 percent.Where 

@ ¢hapel is added to the church proper,it may be built at 

Such an angle as to pernit a Sirect- view of tha altar in 

tho main chancel.The altar and pulpit of the chapel may 

either be placed at the far end an2 the seating movfable,so 

it can be turned toward the main altar,or the chancel fur- 

nituro of tho chapel may be placed on rollers and set against 

the doors communicating between nave and charcol,to be re- 

moved when the need arisesi.In the latter case,of course, 

the pews of the chapel may be permanently fixed to the floor.’ 

In order to take care of the anticipated growth of the 

congresation,First Lutheran Church of Omaha built a larger   
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edifice than necessary for immediate use and spaced the pews 

farther apart than necessary for comfort,with the purpose in 

view of moving them 6loser together later on.Omitting a pew 

or two in the front and rear of the nave will also help to 

eliminate "that empty look'.: 

Another plan that has merit is to place French doors or 

windows into the rear wall of the nave,so as to allow an 

additional number in the narthex @ view of the chancel and 

permit them-.to participate in the service.; : 

Finally,--although this would seem to us the least satis—- 

factory solution,==-some @hurches have enlarged the choir 

loft (not balcony!) beyond the needs of the choir,which 

Space is thrown open to the public only when the nave is 

filled. 

Perhaps a combinxtion of one or more of these plans will 

solve tho problem of tha average Church in this respect. 

For an emergoncy,of course, folding chairs may be prov= 

vided,to be placed into the aisles and other availawle 

Space,although they are unsightly,noisy,and dangerous, in- 

asmuch as the building cannot be speedily wacated in an 

emergency,such as fire.Consequently the fire regulations 

in most localities demand that the aisles and exits of 

public meeting=places --and that certainly includes churches-— 

be kept open at all times.The placing of a loud-speaker into 

the basement or some other room or building,in which the 

overflow crowd has yathered,is a,sometimes unavoidable, 

makeshift and is certainly not conducive to the spirit 

of worship. 4 

The démensions of the ground-plan (which,of course,will 

be the main element determining the form of the entire 

church) are also important.The primary consideration under 

this head is that,whatever form is used,the church must bo of 

such shape as to allow every worshipper a direct view of 

the altar and to enable him to hear distinctly the Word 

Spoken in the chancel.This automatically eliminates for 

practical as well as liturgical reasons the broad or square 

church,as that part of the audience which sits in- the front 

of the church near the side walls has no view of the altar,   
 



unless the chancel is unduly broadened into a stage or 

entirely eliminated and replaced by a platform,all of which 

militates against good liturgical principles.The samo is 

true of deep transepts. Both liturgical and practical-con- 

siderations, then,call for an elongated structure,the "Lang- 

kirche". Builders "seek to have the building suggest the re- 

moteness [ft] ,the majesty,and the mystery of God.So they 

lengthen the distance from the entrance to the sanctuary." 

The length of the church shouldghowever,not be so great in 

Proportion to its width as to make the impression of a hall. 

When the length of the building is no more than three,and no 

less than two,times its width, the best results are obtained.’ 

Tn both Roman and Greek Catholic churches,where the hearers 

Gre hardly more than spectators,it may not do much harm if 

a part of the assembly is a block or nore distant from the 

chancel,but the fundamental purpose of the Protestant, and, 

more particularly, the Lutheran Church is that of proclaiming-—-- 

and hearing--the Word. 

The dimensions,or form,of the church have a distinct psy- 

Chological and emotional effect on the church attendar te: 

A dong,narrow church which, incidentally,also permits a 

higher ceiling and the elimination of the unsightly scissors- 

truss,directs the eye forward to the chancel and is con-= 

ducive- to the attitude of expectation.It may bo difficult 

to describe how this effect is produced.The writer recalls 

Standing at the entrance of the Avenida de las paimas in 

Rio de Janeiro,and the distant view along the long rows of 

Royal palms lining the street on either side and towering 

high,caused a feeling of grandeut: to sweep over him.Dis- 

tance lends enchantment,aiso in this sense.The heart is 

entarged,nobte thoughts and aspirations are awakened and, 

as a fewlow-travetler remarked, "It just does something 

to you.“ 

A frequent variation of the "Langkirche" is by means 

4.John Frederick Vichert, The Note of Worship in Archi-= 

te o=— divinity: School Review, Vol. IX a. o$us es orsameneoes Rochester ev 2 Che kateen 

kirche vs.Sthaukirche.    
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of the transopt.Where one transept. is employed,we achieve 

the cruciform ground=-plan with its symbolical connotation. 

At times two or more transepts are added.For the purpose of 

the ‘Predigtkirche',however,the transepts have little value _ 

in increasing the seating capacity,as they must not. be deep.’ 

They should not exceed a depth of one fourth their width, 

otherwise a part of the audience will not have a direct line 
of vision to the chancel.” 

At this place we must also give brief consideration to 

the three or more naved church.In spite of the beautiful 

symbolism of the three=naved church,reminding the worship- 

per of the Triune God (although,to be consistent,the naves 

should then also be of equal width and height to symbolize, 

also,the equality of tha three Persons of the Trinity), 
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this form is not readily adaptable to the 'Predigtkirche'.. i 

Large Romanesque and Gothic structures demand massive pil- f 

lars,obstructing the visionj;and where slender columns are . i 

@employed,as in the basilica and classic style,the aversion " 

of ‘sitting behind.a pillar’ has become proverbial. Pillars, 

also,form an obstruction between pews. 

The same objections apply,even in a greater measure,to 

the five or seven=naved church and the "Hallenkirche® with 

its forest of columns. Where the side naves of a three=-naved 

church are narrow. ani employed merely as side aisles,these 

objections,of course,are eliminated. 

In regard to the effect of the style of architecture 

of the edifice built on the ground=-plan foundation, whether 

Central Dome, Romanesque,Gothic,or Classic,it must be remem== rr 

bered. that the style will not necessarily or materially af- 

fect the proportions of the building,and that any style can 

be used with any given ground-plan with minor variations. 

In connection.with, the: ground=plan: of the church we must 

also consider briefly various parts of the building.The nave’ 

as the largest and principal part has been sufficiently 

treated above.The part next in importance is the chancel. 

A church without a chancel is Like a body without a head.: 

That is the case,though in a lesser degree,even when a 

"platform! for the usual chancel furniture is constructed    
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at the front of the auditoriumThe church has more noed of a 

chancel than the theater has of a stage;forg,surely,a separate 

part of the building should be constructed for the proclamation 

of the Word and the anministration of the Sacraments. "The 

Christian expects to meet God in his temple.There will be a 

Place, then, for foot sanctuary which will at least symbolize 

that presence." 

The chancel or apse,besides the practical consideration 

of providing a definite place for tha preaching of the Word, 

the administration of the Sacraments,and the performance of 

other sacred ritas of the Church,also has great psychological 

value.It is the dominant feature of the building, the center 

of attraction.With a long center aisle lending forward to 

the altar,unobstructed by rood=-screen or rail,the eyes and at- 

tention of the worshipper are’ directed forward and upward 

with expectancy. "All eyes are brought to focus on the chancel.” 

Attention centers there.Let it be filled with symbols of our 

faith." Of the liturgical requirements we shall speak lLlatere: 

It remains to give brief consideration to the size and 

Shape of the chancel,as the ground=-plan will determine thesee- 

We may divide the chancel into two classes; the rectangular 

and the semicircular or polygonal,in which latter case we 

refer to it as the’ apse or concha (shell) .The width of either 

should be about two-thirds the width of the nave.The chancel 

should never be so deep as to obstruct a view of the altar 

to any part of the audience.Where the semicircular or poly- 

gonal shape is used,it should not be too shallow,giving the 

impression of a niche for a statue.The best démensions for 

either are those approximating a square. 

The narthex (vestibule, foyer) of ‘the church is a necessary, 

though principally utilitarian adjunct, to serve as an’ en= 

trance hall,a cloak room,a’ place for bulletin board, tract= 

rack,and other more or less unsightly,but necessary fure’ 

nishings of the: @hurch.Tt would,however,also seem a nec-= 

Cessary liturgical requirement.It diminishes materially 

street noises and cold drafts from the front entrance,which 

4,Vichert,og.cit. 0 58e: 
2°ibid. pisos ae e es 
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can become well-nigh intolerable,especially in cold climates, 

particularly when the sad tribe of late-comers arrives af- 

ter the beginning of the service,seriously interfering with 

the attention of the audience’.A common and commendable 

practice is to place a small pane of clear glass into the 

doors communicating between the narthex and the: nave, to 

facilitate the selection of a seat,particularly for late ar- 

rivais.Where no facilities are provided to hang hats and 

overcoats,these will prove themselves a positive nuisance’ to 

the ownerd as well as their neighbors.We have seen worship- 

pers look most embarassed and uncomfortable when forced to 

sit with a bulky overcoat in their lap and a hat in their 

hands. 

The Baptismal font has,as yet, found no ‘abiding place!’ 

in the average Lutheran church.The placing of the font is no 

unimportant matter,as we are here dealing with a Sacrament.The 

usual place is to the side,and somewhat in front,of the al- 

tar.In some cases it is seen directly in the center aisle 

at the steps leading to the altar. 

Hor the other Sacrament,Holy Communion,we provides an al- 

tar or a Communion fable in the chancel,the dominant center 

of the church.Why relegate the BapsSismal font to a secon— 

dary or unfitting place? 

But where to place the font? With the altar in the center, 

the pulpit to the right (as viewed from the nave),and the 

lectern to the left,at the entrance of the chancel, there 

seems no fitting place left in the chancel proper.The erec- 

tion of separate Baptistries is not the solution of the 

problem,for these do not best serve the Word.The same thing 

is true of placing the font at or near the front entrance, 

a@lthough this custom has this in its favor,that the sym- 

bolism of not bringing the unbapt ized, unconverted child into 

the sanctuary is. preserved.When churches were without pews 

and the audience could turn about at will to face the font 

whenever the Sacrament of Baptism was performed, the placing 

of the font at this point was not illogical.But today,with 

fixed pews facing the chancel,the thought of performing this 

sacred act behind the backs of the people is ridiculous.   

|
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Baptism,being a Sacrament,is the Word.The Word should be 

proclaimed to and,ordinarily,in front of the audience.’ 

Furthermore,all present being witnesses of this sacred act, 

all should be able to see its performance.It serves all 

baptized persons present to remind them of their own Bap— 

tism,its promises,blessings,and obligations,and gives the 

unbaptized persons present an occasion for serious thought.” 

Recurrent it reminds all present,who have accepted the oblig- 

ation of sponsorship in the past,of their several and serious 

duties.From all these reasons stated it becomes ‘obvious that 

private Baptism,whether in the home of the parents or in the 

Study of the pastor,unless emergencies,are not in the best 

interests of the Word.Ordinarily,then,the proper time and 

place for the administration of this Sacrament is in the_ 

Church service,where all people may witness the solemn act 

whereby "God doth preserve and extend His Church on earth", 

and where they can join in prayer for the Saptismal candidate.: 

From the above considerations it becomes plain that the 

proper place for Baptism and the Baptismal font is not only 

in the church,but in the chancel of the church. But,as stated 

above,there is usually no fitting place in the chancel. S&olut— 
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ion:Provide one.But how? 

Since a separate room for the pastor,the sacristy,is : 

highly desirable for the best interests of the Word,as we 

shall see below,and since this room had best be situated to 

the right of the chancel,the most fitting place for a bap-= 

tistry obviously is the space to the left: of the chancel.’ > 

But what about. the organ which,according to recent trends, : 

occupies this space? Answer:Place the organ,where it belongs,- 

on the organ loft.’ That will free a most fitting Place for 

the baptistry,open to the nave and communicating with the 

Chancel by a large arched doorway,and forming a part thereof. 

When the symbolism of the Baptismal candidate bedoming a 

member of the Church by entering it is to be preserved,an 

antichamber can be added to the baptistry(preferably to the 

rear,for the baptistry need not be as deep as the chancel), 

where the candidate can be gotten in readihess.After a fit- 

ting hymn has been sung, the candidate and sponsors enter the 
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barptistry,which,of course,should be on the same elevation with 

the rest of the chancel.To complete the beautiful and meaning— 

ful symbolism,the child,after the Baptism has been performed, 

is taken to the place of prayer,the altar,and hese a prayer 

of thanksgiving and petition is’ spoxken,concluded with the 

Benediction,whereupon the baptized takes his place in the 

nave among the congregation of believers,completing the 

symbolisn.: : 

From oarly times towers and domes have been added to--or 

stoo? separate from-=-the church.Besides giving an elevated 

space for the hanging of the church be&l or bells,the sturdy 

and massive tower symbolizes the strength of the @hurch,put— 

ting into stone the words of the 46.Psalm: "God is our refuge 

and strength,a very present help in trouble;"' the third verse 

of tho 64.?salm: "Thou hast basen a shelter unto me,and a 

strong tower from the enemy;" and Prov.18,10:"The name of the 

Lord is a strong tower:the righteous runneth into it and is 

safe."Where a slender spire or turrets are employed, they 

direct the eyes and minds of the people upward as a slender 

finger pointing to heaven,saying in effect: "Seok those things 

which are above,where Christ sitteth on the right hand of 

Cod, "Col.3,4.The height of the’ spires should be equal to 

the length of the building.Of this proportion,as of others, the: 

Cathedral of Cologne is a perfect example. The ground floor 

of the tower may form a part of the narthex,and also the 

second storey need not be waste svac3,but can be well util- 

izei.as a 'Treppenzimmer',hall,or part of the choir loft.’ 

Higher storgys have been employed for meeting-rooms or 

storage space. 

Naturally the tower or towers must be considered when 

Planning the ground=-plan of the church.e- 

Many congregations,when planning a church,make the mis- 

take of not providing the necessary utility rooms with,perhaps, 

the exception of the church kitchen which,in some churches, 

has. become more important than the chancel.“In many churches 

"the kitchen, the pantry',the dining room,and the ball-room 

are of more importance than the auditorium.Such buildings 

Gre travesties,and their erection in many cases a sacrilege. "4 

f.uretenrini,Opecit.e., De i7e’ 
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We agree that the trends of modern Church Life demand an 

opportunity for fellowship and sb&ciability,--not to men- 

tion the church supper and bazaar-— and from times im- 

memorial the common meal or ‘Lunch’ has been a part of 

such social gatherings,.But we shall relegate this modern 

adjunct to our Church life to a later chapter on "church 

basement vs:.parish hall "e: 

Among those utility rooms which should form a part of 

the church and, therefore,enter into the planning of its 

dimensions,the most important is the sacristy.We will not 

enter here upon the question of whether the pastor should 

sit in front of or with his congregation while he is not 

officiating,or remain secluded in the sacristy.But a sac- 

risty should nevertheless be provided.Tt should not be a 

make=shift affair in a front corner of the nave,of light 

wood or wall-<board constructiongnor a small space simply 

separated by curtains,a co-called "cubby—hole'.; God no 

more dwells ‘among the curtains' and hi8 servant should 

not be forced to make them his abode. A sacristy i838 nec— 

cessary not only for the robing or disrobing of the pas-— 

tor,but also to provide a space for a desk and chair,and, 

above all,a private place for devotion and quiet medita— 

tion.To make the sacristy a hall-way or a public gathering-— 

Place,instead of a private sanctuary for the pastor,as the 

name implies,is an abomination and will i121 serve the Vord.: 

Those brief moments before the service are precious to him 

who is to proclaim the Word of God with power.He should be 

undisturbed.He is about to perform the most sacred and the 

most important functions on earth.All distractions should 

be kept away from him,so that he may concentrate on the 

service and gather his thoughts.Tremendously much depends 

upon this for the full success of the service.’ 

The size of the sacristy should be generous,and it should 

be equipped with a lavatory and toilet facilities as well as 

the neeessary closet-space for the hanging of the pastor's 

vestments (vestiarium, praeparatorium) .: 

From the pastor's sacristy we distinguish the working 

Sacristy or vestry,originally named sacristy,because the    
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sacred vossels and paraments were kept there by the Sacristan 

(camara paramentum, thesaurophylacium) eSuch a°room should, by 

all means,be included in planning the church,and the lack of 

it is Gelt keenly by most of our Churches.It should,of course, 
communicate with both chancel and nave.Of its equipment we 

Shall speak later. 

Another imfortant room to be considered is the mothers! 

room or nursery.Lustily crying babies have done untold harm 

in hindering the effectiveness of the Word.The best situation 

for it is near the west entrance,communicating with the nave 

and narthex.It should be of adequate dimensions, depending 

upon the size of the congregation.Whereever possible its 

walls should be sound=proofed,and it should be connected 

with the chancel by a loud-speaker system,enabling mothers 

to taka part in the service when attending to the needs 

of their babies.’ F 

Easily accessible and sanitary toilet facilities shoula 

also be provided for in the ground-plan of the church, ver-= 

haps best off the narthex of the churche: 

Nooks and corners should be utilized for storage spaces 

for unsightly articles as ushers" and jdnitor's supplies, 

adjuncts and accessories for special services,as Easter 

and Christmas displays,etc. 

of Sunday school robms,assembly halls,,committee rooms,etce: 

we shall not’ speak here,as we believe they should not affect 

the ground-plan of the church proper,but be included in the 

parish-hall. 

Basement _vs.Parish Hail. 

The construction of a full basement (not furnace room) 

under the church is of recent origin.It has become a fad 

of church building and is considered,in some instances,act- 

ually more important than the church proper.’ 

The desirability of a meetingsplace’ for Church organizat- 

fons,societies and committees,and its necessary equipment,-: 

has been touched upon above and is obvious. But the question 

is whether the best interests of the Word are served by pro- 

viding space for these groups and their activities in the  
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basement of the church or ina separate building either ad—- 

ded to the church or Standing by itself.: 

First,some general considerations. The church basement 

detracts from the exterior looks of the building.The church 

becomes a two-storey affair.Furthermore,the construction of 

a basement necessi@ates the raising of the floor of the 

church in order to admit light. and air into the basement: 

This,in turn,necessitates the construction of a staircase 

in fron t of the church,which has frequently been found to 

be a #teterrent to church attendance by old people,especial- 

jy in winter when icy steps are a positive hazard to life 

and limb. 

A church basement,as a rule,is agark anddingy and often re- 

ferred to as ‘a hole in the ground.e* Jt is virtually always 

damp and in many cases wet.Floors of wood and other "warm' 

materials have been found - impractical.Hence,concrete or tile 

are usually employed.These are by nature cold and add to : 

the discomfort,causing cold feet and unhealthy conditions.: 

Most States have passed laws forbidding basements as school- 

rooms,.We see no reason why those laws do not apply to Sun- 

day and other Church schools.Well does Dr.W.E.Schuette in 

his valuable book “The Best Possible Sunday=-School" inveigh 

against the church basement and its associations: 

"The Sunday-school quarters should not be a cellareTt 

distinguish between cellar and basement,for a basement may 

be on the ground Level,or so slightly in the ground that 

it receives a quantity of God's daylight and fresh ait.: 

If I had my preference,I should rule against all basements, 

whether cellar or not.I have in my time seen church basements 

in which one was not kept under the: impression that one was 

in a cellar,but they have been few and far between.’ 

"Association of ideas,from which we cannot escape,speaks 

against the use of the lower regions for Sunday-school pur- 

poses. What do we keep down the cellar at home? The laundry 

is down there,placed there because laundering is messy work,- 

and we want to keep the soap smell and unavoidable water : 

drip and splash away from the part of the house in which we 

do our living.The furnace room is down there.Hands up,men!   
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In what kind of order do you keep your furnace room? As | 

likely as not,you have an ash heap down there against the | 

wall in August,ashes which should have beon carried out in 

May,.The potatoes are down thore,and what a mess they are 

when they begin to sprout.The apples are down there and they 

must be looked over often for the removal of those that are 

decaying.And down there,where the washing and the ashes and 

the spuds and the other things we do not like to have in the 

house proper are -==down there we put our Sunday=-schools,.- 

The fact that they are down under the church does not make 

them any less down.” 

“Apart from esthetic considerations, there is the question 

of health.A cellar may be cozy enough in winter Cd abut 

bewaro of it in the spring time.The warm outside atmosphere 

Opens pores,then we enter the chill of the basement and sit 

there an hour or more.Is there any surer way to catch a cold? 

Then, maybe, pneumonia develops. Then,maybe,there is a deathe: 

Thon, necessarily,there is a funeral.Then,usually,the preach- 

er talks about the “inscrutable Providence".What he should 

say is an "unscrewable pocketbook"+" 

Avart from these considerations --and in the Sunday school 

there is,and in society meetings there should be,the proclam- 

ation of the Word--there is the offect that the ‘social act- 

ivities' of the congregation and its groups has on the 

church-momber and passer=by.The basement is,in spite: of: 

everything said to the contrary,a part: of the church. Thought— 

ful members will not be able to dissociate these activities,- 

Plays,card playing,eating,smoking,etce’' from the “House of 

God.“ Imagine what: must. go on ih the mind of the casual un-— 

Churched passer-by when out of the church basement emanate 

sounds of laughter and hilarity,of popular music and the din 

ef rolling balis and clashing pins of the bowling alley, 

the clattering of dishes and the smell of the restaurant. 

The writer,who grew up in a quiet country Church,recalls 

vividly how he was horrified when he first observed a scene . 

as described above,and he would resent any intimation of 

pietism.The picture is not overdrawn.Since that time we have: 

. : ae eee ee 2 e222 e22e2e2eee2ce22 

41.W.E.Schuette, The Bes chool,pp.48 and 49.:  
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seen worse things.We have seen this,after all,integral part 

of the Temple of God made’ a gymnasium and amusement hall and, 

worse,in some bazaars and rummage sales,a varitable dan of 

thieves. : 

The best solution: of the problem is to separate locally 

Christian worship and sociability into two unconnected build= 

ings.This wae say though it may’ seem to militate against some 

strictures in the’ above paragraphs dealing with the size of 

the church and provisions: to take care of unusually large at- 

tendances.Where the parish hall is only added to the church 

to save the price of construction of one: wall,it should rather 

be built separately.When the assembly-room is to be used for 

overflow crowds,the parish hall should he so constructed as 

to look like,and actually be,a separate part of tha church 

building. 

If cost be the objection to the building of a separate 

parish hall,we would state that, in. most cases,the: cost of- 

building a parish hall is no higher-than that of constructing 

a basement under tha church,and where it is,it is well 

worth the cost. 

We can be brief on this poiht,as many of the elements 

entering into this phase of building have necessarily been 

been touched upon ih the foregoing paragraphs.The Lateral 

dimensions of the building,of course,are determined by the 

ground=-plan.it remains to say a word in regard to the ver-= 

tical dimensions,or,height,of the building.: 

This element of construction has a definite effect on the 

interior and exterior impression of the edifice.The exterior 

of a building in the classic. style with its low roof may 

look pleasing; but,as we shall see later,this style not being 

desirable for church building,its discussion does not enter 

here. Frequently,however,also buildings in the Gothic or : 

Romanesque style have not the sufficient height for best 

effects. This is usually’ the case when the House of God is 

"built to a price.” A certain seating capacity is required 

at a given cost,and so the architect must *cut’ somewhere: 

There is nothing imposing about a low, 'squat' Gothic or    
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Romanesque church.If the walls are not of sufficient height, 

the exterior of ‘the building makes the impression of being 

partially sunk into the ground,like a "dug-out'.The pitch 

cf the roof should certainly not form an angle of lass than 

99 degrees and had'better approach 45 degrees.The effect of 

low walls on the interior is the: same as in the second storey 

of a storey=-and-a-half house,in which the ceiling begins to 

Converge a few feet from the floor.ftn addition,low walls do 

net allow for enough wall=spPace for windows sufficiontly 

large to admit the desirable amount of fresh air and light. 

When the angle formed by the roof is obtuse,or when a double 

ceiling is constructed,as is frequently done with the scis- 

sors tyne of roof~truss,a low ceiling results.A low ceiling 1 

— 

causes a sense of oppressivenessa.in the House of the Most 

High God we look for height and ‘airyness*,which quality of 

architecture the builders of the Gothic cathedrals have 1 

admirably attained.: : ’ 

Tho height of the chancel should: be nearly the height of 

the central nave of the church.The height of the. towers 3 

should approximate the length of the entire building.- 

A word concerning the texture of walls and ceiling is 

in place here.It will determine, to a great extent,the ‘at- 

mosphere’ of the interior,that elusive quality which affects 

our mood and attitude so greatly.Again we must warn against 

two extremes. One is the 'shiney',enamekled surface.This 

makes tho impression of coldness:..It reminds of the intere- 

flor of a Thompson restaurant or a White Castle hamburger 

Stand.The Lutheran @hurch at Gehlenbeck,I11l.,while it has 

a beautiful exterior,has exposed smooth brick on the in- 

terior walls.The interior of the church seems unfinished 

and makes the impression of a large natatorium.Into the 

same catagory we’ must place walls of marble and other pol- 

ished stone.=-The other extreme is the dull materials,such 

as the modern fibre=board or Celotex.The use of them on the 

ceiling is not so objectionable, but: on the walls such dull 

Surfaces,which usually,also, do not lend themselves at all 

to decoration,are uninteresting and lifeless. The materials, 

soft and warm in texture, then,are the most: desirable. Per- 
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haps rough,sand-finish plaster and wood paneling are still 

the best materials to achieve the desired texture, 

The ceiling has been repeatedly touched upon in the fore- 

going paragraphs.Especially where Little or no dead airespace 

is left between the roof and the ceiling,a ceiling surface of 
some insulating material is indicated.But, by all means, let 

us not attempt to solve the problem of ceiling insulation 

by Covering building felt or other insulating material with 

sheet-metal,particularly such as is stamped in large floral 

patterns. 

Perhaps this is the best place to say a word on the acous- 

tics of the building, because the texture of walls and ceiling 

are the greatest determining factor in this respect,although 

the shape of the building, balconies,and other features enter 

in. "Die Frage der Akustik,der man jed@®’earhoehte Aufmerksam-— 

keit- schenkt,ist gewiss eine wichtige technische Angelegenheit, 

um die man sich kuemmern soll(obgleich zur Loesung dieses 

Probloms weniger Pfarrer und Theologen als vielmehr Techni= 

ker berufen sind." A hard and smooth finish on the interior 

inevitably makes for echoes.Sound is much Like a rubber ball. 

When thrown against a fara surface,it will bounce back readily.‘ 

When thrown against a soft, pliable surface, the rebound will 

not be nearly as great. Hence porous materials are used in’ the 

studios of radio stations to eliminate echoes.But in a church 

such materials will cause the voice to sound holdo- and life- 

less.We have observed the acoustics in a little church at — 

Carpenter,Ill., positively spoiled by the application of Mas- 

onite.The human voice sounds dull as in the tombs.The other 

extreme we have observed in a church at Baldwin, I11.,where 

the walls and ceiling are covered with sheet-metal.Evon when 

comfortably filled,the speaker in this small church can be 

understood only with great difficulty. : 

Good acoustics is,of course,imperative for the service 

of the Word.The church is a place where the Word is not 

only to be preached, but must also be heard and understood.” 

4.Scharfe,;op.cit.,pe377e. te 
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Where it can be only partially understood,it will lose much 

of its effectiveness.In those Churches where the effect 

aimed at is no more than pious emotions,*das fromme Ge- 

fuohl',the unintelligible voice,resounding among tha pil- 

lars and reverberating from the vaulting,may produce the 

desired results, but not in the 'Predigtkirche',where not 

the sound,but the content of the Word, is supreme. 

Was has been said of walls also applies,in a measure,of 

floors.Two features should be kept in mind. First,warmth.” 

Stone, tile,concrete,and mosaics are cold,especially when 

laid directly on the ground.These materials cause coli 

feet, resulting in discomfort and unhealthy conditions,also 

drawing blood from the head with the resultant diminishing 

of attentivenegs on tho part of the hearer.Secondly, these 

hard materials do not absorb the sound of the feet of the 

church attendants and are, therofore,not conducive to the 

best interest of the Word.Imagine the Llate=-comers walking 

gingorly down the aisle,their heels equipped with clatter- 

plated! 

Again,also hore,the best materials are the moderately 

soft substances.Porhaps thete is nothing superjor to wood, 

- Particularly the hardwood varieties for the sake of dur- 

ability and facility of cleaning. Some modern materials as 

Tubber and asphalt tile hapealso proven satisfactory. 

In planning the supers tructure,adequate openings must 

be provided.There should be enough doors,and these of suf= 

ficient size,to allow for a rapid vacating of the building 

at all times, particularly in emergencies.Ths State laws 

governing these mattors should be strictly observed. 

In the Gothic style of architecture usually enough 

windows of sufficient size will be provided for the proper 

lighting and ventilation of the church.In spite of the 

progress of modorn artificial lighting,God's daylight is 
Still the best.Again two extremes must be: warned against; 

One is insufficient lighting,resulting ih ‘religious semiy’ 
darkness,a result deliberately produced in Roman Catholic 

churches to attain the desired ‘mystic’ effect.The other 
extreme is too much Light,resulting in what the Germans   
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Call ‘profane Helle'.As usual,the best results are obtained 

by following a middle course.A soft,subdued light is the 

goal to strive for,both in natural as well as artificial 

lighting.as far.as daylight is. concerned, of course,not only 

the size of tho windows,but also the color and trenelucency 

of them,will determine the amount of gight transmitted.In 

generol we should say that in broad daylight there should be 

sufficiont natural light in the church to aliow a rerson with 

average eyesight to read nine-point print without difficulty: 

In regard to artificial Lighting we might add that suffi- 

cient, but mellow,light: is desirable.This is bast attained by 
incandescent indirect lighting.Some more recent developments, 

as the fluorescent light,are still in their experimental stage 

as far as churches are concerned. 

& discussion of the Superstructure would be incomplete 

without mention of choir and organ loft,and balcony or bale 

conies.As mentioned above,the place for the organ--or at 

least the conscle--is8 to the upper rear of tha church,above 

the narthex.The same is true of the choir.Choirs and organs 

are to be heard,not seen.A modern trend,sinco the advent of 

the electricewaction orgun,is to place the console in the 

rear and the organ in front, perhaps built in at one or 

either side of the chancel and hidden by a grill.This has 

the advantage that the organist can better observe the ef- 

fect of the stops he is using.The organ,in this case,can 

be built in above baptistry or sacristy. 

In regard to the choir it: is argued that it is to sing 

to the audience and should,consequently,stand before it. 

Sea non sequitur.Since the church choir is symbolic of 

the heavenly choir,it should be on a higher level than the 

audience. Furthermore, the effect of vocal music is by no 

means diminished,but rather heightened when emanating from 

a distance and from tha rear’ of' the church.Certainly the 

choir does not belong into the chancel) Particularly in 

Lutheran churches. the: chancel choir is out of place.Also 

the, placing of the choir in the part of the nave,--which 

was for that reason called ‘the choir'=<namely diractly 
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into the center aisle ih front of the chanceal,is not des— 

irabZa for reasons mentioned-abovo.It also savors too much 

of making the choir a part of the lower clergy. A modern 

attempted solution is to place the choir in front and to 

either side of the chancel on a raised platform,the sor 

called choir-stakl.The result has been most. unfortunato,: i 

-€apecially in the day of the short skirt,when many Churches 

were compelled to place a wall or curtain in front of the I 

choir sufficiently high #@o obstruct a view of the crossed 

legs of the female members of tha choir. Another irritating i 

feature was the color and style of the clothing of the 

singers. '?Paim Beach! suits and bright green or red dresses 

were too conspicuous,ani often: there was much rivalry in 

point of dress,particularly among the female members of the 

choir.Churches resorted to vesting their choirs and,in doing 

So,sometitjes made the mistake of using clerical vestments, a 

Vesting is,perhaps,the best solution undor the circumstances: 7 

But black,not blue or even red,should be ‘the color of the ‘ 1 

vestments.Neither should the choir-robe be equipped with a 

stole,which is the sign of ordination and may, worn only DY 

the ordained ministry. . 

The balcony in the church. is not a necessary,b5ut an unmit- 

eaten evik.It is frequently constructed to obtain more seat=- 

in§@ capacity in a building of: given dimensions.It obstructs 

light, disfigures the interior,and usually demands piklars 

for its support.Where more than on® balcony is constructed, 

as was the case. in'some ecrly many-naved basili®as or in the : 4] 

modern ‘theater church’,these objections apply fn double q 

moasure.Another objection is the liturgical principle that fr 

no part of the audience fwith the sxceptior of the crganist ; 

and choir,considered as’ *audiones') shall be situated high- 

ar than the ministrant.The practical results of preaching to 

two or more levels,some of which may even be to the side of 

Or,worse,in back of the: preacher, is most dadisconcerting,to 

Say the: least,and certainly does not help the preacher to 

preach the Word with power.Finally,balconies,in many instances, 

cause undue strain on outer walls on which they are,at least 

partially,hung,causing weakening,and in some known cases, 
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Collapsing of the building.’ 

Style _of Architectures: 
The stylo of architecture,perhaps more than any other 

feature of Christian art,will determine the general impres= 

sion of the building.To a great extent the architectural 

Style will also determine its embellishments.The style “has 

Qa special significance for us,however,in connection with the 

study of architecture,because there we come to the loftiest 

and worthiest adaptation man attempts,viz.e: that of fitting 

his building to be the temple of his god and the Place where 

ho and his god may meet."*"Irt is worthy of note that for 
centuries the best art. the world knew was in the service of 

the Church,aiding and enriching, beautifying and making sig- 

nificant the place of worshipe...eSilance itself may be potent 
in worship,and a building that is suggestive of worship in 

its structure and in its SpPcint meats may fill silence with 

the enoargies of heaven.” 

Two 2istinet trends in Church architecture must be noted 

here, the rationalistic and the liturgical.The question is, 

"Kultusbau im Sinne des Zeitgeistes," or “soll der Peistnces 

Sotteshauses unter ‘Leitung des Ewigbleibenden"™ stehen. " 

Dr.W.Schleicher correctly distinguishes "zwei Richtungen: 

4)Das Ewigbloibende in der Architektur und 2) Der irdische 

Zeitgeist." Under 4} he names the basilica,the Romanesque, 

and the Cothic;under 2) Rena¢ssance, Neoclassicism,and Modernism. 

To this latter trend he attributes the “neuer Zeitgeist in 

Deutschland (since Wordd War I),der da glaubt ‘die so stark 

ueverschaetzte Cotteswelt' besiegt zu haben." "Bei den'Voran- 

geschrittenen' gilt es heute schon als das Charakteristische 

der neuen Bauweisedass: nicht,wie in alter Zeit,das Gotteshaus 

in seiner hoechsten Entfaltung uns das unsichtbare Himmlische 

nahebringen soll,sondern dass der Kultusbau in erster Linio 

dem Triumph des sichtbaren Sachlichen,ajso des Irdischen_ 

gewidmet sein muesse." 

-Vich t cit. S7e: tedbi er £228" t.4P. e: 

sipengrte, iBicher:Bis se evangelische Bingkbaskuxst am Scheide- 
wege, Geistoskampf der. Gegenwart, Vol.66,p.4 
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Since Rationalism,as its name implies,appeals primarily 

to human reason and the intellect,this trend in architecture 

will naturally produce a building that is to serve merely as 

a meeting=-place or lecture=room. "Der Eindruck ist bei’ den 

Kirchen des Rationalismus ueberall ganz aohnlich.Man hat 

kaum das Gefuehl eines sakralen Raumes.Es scheint kein Untor- 

Schied zwischen Theatersaelen, Konzertauditorien, Festsaclon 

fuer Logen,usw. und: Kirchen zu bestehen.™ ation setseches 

Christentum kennt keine traditionehlen Bildungen. ™ 

kann also von technischen Fortschritten des Baues --von Stahl- 

Beton—- und Glaskonstruktionen «+-unbedenklich Gebrauch machen." 

Since Rationalism has’ its’ roots in Calvinism,it: is not: sur= 

prising to read the evaluation of the “Ansicht Kalvins,dass 

aus dem Bauwerk ueberhaupt keine. Sprache ertoenen solle. e's.’ 

In diesem unbedingten Verzicht: lag das mangelnde Erkennen 

des wahrhaft Grossen verborgen." The trend of 'Kultusbau’ 

instead of 'Sakralbau'- has been very strong in recent times, 

no doubt due to religious Liberalism which,after all, is no 

more than a revival of Rationalism,especially in Europe. 

“Das Sachliche,also gerade das Vergaengliche,das ewig Tote, 

der ausgesprochense Gegensatz zum Ewigbleibenden,soll als der 

neuste Goetzenersatz im Kirchbau verehrt: werden. secTm Zu=— 

Sammenhang damit soll. die neuste’ Konstruktionsweise im Bau- 

werke selbst mit zahlreichen,staunenerregenden Ergebnissen 

so verherrlicht werden,dass die Groesse des Menschgichen: 

Geistes jedem Eintretenden als das Erst' hell im Kultusbau 

antgegenstrahlt,waehrend in den seolisch wertvollen Bau- 

weisen gerade die Erkenntnis des Hilfsbeduerftigen und die 

Gewissheit der Errettung durch die Liebe Gottes,wie der auf- 

strebende Mensch beide orfasst,als die leitenden Xraefte 

wiedergegeben werden.Die Vergottung des Sachlichen,welcher 

der zum Halbgott, erhobene Mensch dem ‘Kultusbau' widmet, 

bildet im Verein mit der Herabsetzung Gottes durch die 

Emporhebung des menschdichen Geistes, das Endergebnis des 

menschlichen Hochmuts im Zeitalter der Maschiene.” But, 
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on the other hand,it is not surprising when we read,also, 

of a ddfinite reaction to what this author correctly calls 

the "seelenlos leerer Kistenstil".' Writes the above quoted 

Dr.Siegfried Scharfe: "Es ist deshalb nicht verwunderlich, 

wenn heute weite Kreise vom kirchdichen Liberalismus und 

Rationalismus energisch abruecken.Sio wollen mehr als ver= 

nuenftiges Christentum und fuehlen’ sich in den nuechternen 

und beruhigonden /?] Kitchen des Rationalismus nicht mehr 

wohl...eBezeichnend ist dass diese: Reaktion manchmale‘’ 

gerade von den extromsten Rationalisten ihren [Ausgang : 

nimmt und dann in das Gegenteil umschilaegt.. " 

Henco,the style of architecture is often dotermined by 

the creeds and principles --or the absence of them--of the 

denonination of which a particular church is a unit... "Die 

Angemessenteit zum Zweck des ganzen Kultus wird also die 

Richtschnur sein muessen.Belehrende Parallele wderen pro— 

fane Sebaeude,dio ihren Zweck gleich kundtun.™ Thus,in 

the Roformad denominations the Romanesque and Renatssance 

8tylas pvredominato,and Christian Science "lecture rooms’ 

Gre invariably built in the neo-classie¢ style."Church build 

ings ...eecharacterize the Church bodies to whom they vrofess 

allegiance." "Man wird sagen koennen,dass der Xlassizismus 

mit seinen Formen dem Wesen rationalistischen Christentums’ 

am meisten entsprichti.So ist es kein Zufall,dass saembt liche 

Kirchen der Christian Science--wenigstens An TAmeni ka ist das 

der fall--klassisches Formengut aufweisen,. " 

The ‘Lutheran Ghurch is very definitely "Sakralbau’.*"Das 

liturgische Problem des irrationalen{iiturgical) Kirchbaus ist: 

folgendes: Nicht [nur] Versammlungsraeume fuer Gemeinden sollen 

geschaffen worden,sondern Gotteshaeuser,in denen Gott zu don 

Menschen redet.” | "Sakrale Kunst {ist symbolische Kunst der 

geheimnisvollen [rv] Andeutungen und Hinweise,eine Xunst der 

Dinge die man nicht: mit dem Verstand erfasst,sondern deren man 

sich durch die Intuition: bemaechtigt.” "In der Sakral- 

ae menos fez ORsi erwae 3846: 
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architoxktur koonnte man von einer symbolischen Monumentali= 

taet sprechen die ueber jede Jt | irdische Zweckmaessigkeit 

erhaben ist:und ihre Formgesetze vom Religioesen,von dor 

Welt. des Transzendentten her erhaelt:." 

Hence,in Christian and,more particularly, Lutheran church 

architecture we look for "Formen,die keiner Deutung beduerfen,- 

sendern aus sich selbst verstaendlich sind und ‘klar heraus-— 

Sagen was zu sagen ist;™ not only a form which suits the 

purpose,but also proclaims: the purpose of a church.Which of 

the various styles that’ have been: borrowed or developed ih 

the history of the Christian Church serves: best ‘sacred’ 

architecture and,hence,the service of the Word? 

Let us allow them to! pass in brief rewiew.The first rep- 

resentative style of Christian architacture is the basilica.: 

It,ordinarily,had three and frequently more naves.The pitch 

of the roof is: obtuse,which makes for a low ceiling.Columns 

are employed to support the clearstory.S8oth of these: elements 

speak against its use as 'Sakralbau' and 'Predigtkirche'.: 

While a number of pleasing examples’ of this style are in 

existence,also in. our country,e.g. the chapel of the Lutheran 

Sanatarium at-Wheat Fidge,Colo.,it* lends itself better to 

the construction of the: small chapel than of larger churches. 

Another efaly style employed particularly for large churches 

and cathedrals is the G@entral-dome* style of which St.Sophia 

in.Constantinople: (now Istanbul) is,perhaps,the best-known 

example.This style is the least: desirable.for the purpose of 

preaching.The voice of the preacher is lost in the height of 

the dome above the crossing and of the transepts.Although 

a number of large Protestant churches have been built in this 

style,as the Lutheran Cathedral. in Helsinki,Finland,and the 

Frauenkirche at: Dresden,Germany,it is not adaptable for the 

use of Protestant denomihnations.In the Roman Catholic Cathvw: 

edral of St,Louis,Mo.,which is considered one of the best: ex- 

amples of the Romanesque Central-dome style in America,we 

have noticed the installation of amplifiers in various parts 

of the central nave and the transepts,to make it possible for 

Aeibid.,p.385e: 
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‘the audience to understand.But this will always be a poor 

substitute for the living voice. "The domed Byzantine church 

is an inorganic,intentional, but unsuccessful amalgamation of 

Christian considerations with antique: and Oriental ideas." 

The next development ih church architecture was’ the Roman- 

esque.This style,contrary to popubar opinion,does not consist 

solety in the: employment of the semicircular arch, but is a 

distinct style of aechittecture.It calls for thick walls_and 

heavy pillars to support the enormous weight and lateral 

thrusts caused by the round arch. Buildings of this style do 

not necessitate the height demande? by the pointed arch,ant 

for this reason this style is sometimes employed to save on 

the cost of construction..Modern single=nave4 churches can be, 

and usually are,of Lighter construction and lena themselvas 

better to the purposes of preaching and worship. "The only 

styles,then, that can at all be considered for Protestant 
  

Vo churches are the Romanesque and the Gothic." However, eren 

; the architectural detail of the round arch is a disadvantage. 

Where the pointed arch directs the eye upward,in the case of 

the-round arch the eye follows it around and is directed 

back to carth.A semicircle doesn't direct the eye anywhere. 

Passing over,for the tije being, the next development,the 

Gothic,we arrive at the tiie of the Renaéssance.This style 

was an attempt to return to classical forms,which was the 

spirit of the age.Tnstead of the round arch,the lintel is 

frequently employed.It soon developed into extreme "fever 

phantasies of architecture.’ The next step was the Baroque 

and finally "the madness culminated in the Rococo.” "The Ren- 

aissance in church architecture was a failure.” 

In Germany the Renaissance style is frequently referred to 

as the "Jesuitenstil".Tt is more a matter of ornamentation 

than a style of. building and,as such, usually results in over- 

ornamentation: "Dieser, Gotik gegenueber ist der lebhaft ges- 

tikulierende, aufgeregte. Jesuitenstil nur der adaequate Ausdruck 

£fizogamann,opsetk pets: 
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‘fuer die durch exercitia spiritualia gepeitschte,exaltierte 

Froemmigkeit. " In recent decades there has been,also in 

Lutheran circies,a fad of building in the Italian and Spanish 

Renaissance style,particularly on the West Coast..The result 

is disappointing.: 

The Modernistic style isa typical sign of the tidgves.it 

is entirely out of harmony with the spirit of the Christian 
Teligion.It has been argued that the'modern' spirit demands 

a modern style as well as a modern religion;that the Church 

is hopelessly steeped in traditionalism and must make con- 

cessions to the 'Zeitgeist'. “Die Xirche kann und darf nicht — | 
warton bis sich die heutige Welt ihr anbequent; sio soll und | 

muss sich sneereetss in die veraenderten Verhaeltnisse 

schicken. "*and while we admit that- church architecture,as 

well as other phases and methods of Church work,dare not be 

Static, but must: employ modern inventions and details of con- 

struction,we also remember that: true religion is old and 

Stable and should not succumb to every modern fad.The stability 

of the Christian religion should also be expressed in its 

architectute.Whilo, indeed, the” age- ef a certain style,in other 

words tradition,does not: alone: decide what. is correct and 

best, it should be given due: consideration. “Unsere “orderung 

aber lautet:Mehr Fuehlung mit: der ganzen hinter uns liegenden 

christlichen Geschichte." 

The Modernistic style is intended to express certain defin- 

ite ideas and principles. We cannot: refrain from a number of 

pertinent quotations from Dr..Scharfe's articlie,in which he 

War I and occasionally also seen in America. "Oft hat es den 

Anschein als ob in diesen Fabriken und Warenhaousern,wie sie 

in den letzten zwansig Jahren: gebaut ‘worden sind,kein Sinn 

und Verstand, geschweige denn “Religion wohnt.™ "Ist unsere Zeit 

wirklich dazu verurteilt,woltlich 2u sein, sodass’ kein Raun 

fuer einen bosonderen Sakralbau bleibt?" Dr.Schleicher refers 
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to the "neuer Zeitgeist: in Deutachland,der da glaubt die 

‘so #etork ueberschaetzte Gotteswelt' besiegt zu habon. * 

"“Fuer Jen #istenstil ist die Ausrottung des Ornaments, neben 

aller sonstigen triumphierenden Gottlosigkeit charakteris- 

tisch."” “Fine pseudogotische Kirche hat oft mehr sakrale 

Faltung alo eine nuechterne Gemeindekirche in der Gestatt=-el— 

nos Theaters ofer eines Auditoriums.” 

These being the implications, the Modernistic style must 

be definitely ruled our for Christian church archi'tecture.; 

Tn this connection, finatly,also the classic or noc-.- 

Classic etyle should be mentioned briefly.Since this was the 

style of architecture of the heathen temples af Graece ana 

Rone, the connotations are 3efinitoly odious to Christian 

sensibilitiss. indeed, Christian Selience and Theesophist temp— 

les und those of other heathen cults are properly built in 

this style. But “the Christian will at once ailfferentiate 

the Christian bullding from the classic templa.™ These 

Same objections hold true of every originally un=-Christian 

Stylo, including the Mehammedan and Oriental. 

Thus,by the process of olimination,we finally arrive at 

the Cothic, particularly the Middle Gothic,as most oxprassive 

of the spirit of Christianity.This style with certain modific- 

ations,particularly the oxtremes of the Lite Gothic,is most 

usable for the pupose of Christian architecture. 

“We are of the opinion that the Gothic style meant more 

than mere physical or material advantago. Even, the clumsiness 

and pillars af the old Romanesque forms of architecture 

were reproductions of the mature troe-trunk,thus tho lines of 

force in the polnted arch were the reproductions of the liv- 

ing,growing plants in nature: Whereever thero is life,growth, 

Strongth,in nature,the lines of force are found.And thus the 

lines of force in the Gothic style ware to represent life, 

growth, strength of the best type.Since art is art,this ox- 

Planation is surely the most plausible,and the symbolisn 

of art cannot be denied." "Die gotische Kunst schuf erhabens 

i. -Schleicher,o er ‘4496- ibid. pe 42de- P “Ps 
eibid..,p.383e' 
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Werkxe;denn das Erhabene stimmt zur Ehrfurcht,wirft aie Menschen 
Zurueck in dia Sefuehle seiner Ohnmacht und befreit ihn doch 

zugleich wiedor und hebt ihn empor,indem es ihn zur Unend— 

lichkeit weist."™ "Der gotische Styl ist,wenn irgend einor, 

geeignet,dem Protestantisnus ois Lokal zu beoreiten,in dem es 

nach seiner Weise sich bewege.™” 

In the Gothic style,if executed properly and not the detail 

of the pointed arch taken as the sum total of this style, 

we have sufficient height and airyness to give the feoling 

of freedom.We have vertical lines directing the eye and the 

mind upward.wWith its transverse walls sufficient space is 

attained for proper lighting and ventilation.In briaf,es-— 

pecially in combination with some modern materials and: prin-~ 

Ciplas of construction,we have all the features requivite for 

the needs of the ‘preaching church’ and desirable for the 

Service of the Word. 

Just a brief word in regard tc a matter so frequently diae 

Tegardedgpurity and consistency of style.The Christian religion 

is a unity.It bolieves in one God.It is built on one foundation, 

Christ Jesus.It has “one Lord,ona faith,one Baptism," Eph. 4,5." 

Tt has one central doctrine, Justification.To symbolize this 

unity, the style of architecture shoulda be unified and its 

reserve har- ornamentation harmonious. "It is just as easy to 

It is no mony as to build an architectural monstrosity. " 

more difficult or costly to decorate a Gothic building in the 

Sothic style than in the Romanesque or a mixture of styles,or 

to purchase furnishings of the building to harmonize with its 

Style of architecture. 

Materials. 
“Rationalistisches Christentum kennt keine traditionellen 

Bilaungens: that: is also tre in regard to materials.But that 

is not tmue of liturgical church building.In the order of 
their importance and desirability we would name first stone 

Construction.The most common stone employed is sandstone, lime= 

stone, and granite. Sandstone: weathers fast;granite is the most 

4.Lasch,op.cit.,p.284e" 
2.Ritter oe cit. -63.t 
3ikretamann,op.eit., py20e:  
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durable.Where limestone is employed it should be of a good 

Srade.Other stone has been used in various localities on 

account of its ready accessibility,with sometimes striking 

Fresubts.Marblo,being a form of Limestone,when polished,can 

be used effectivoely,but it is too costly for the average 
a. construction.It has not the lasting qualities of the 

best grades of limestone or granite.Used in the interior,it 
makes a cold impression. 

Stone should be employed in church building whenever 

possible.It is the only material with which we can achieve. 

the 'monumental' effect,the effect of stability and grandeur. 

It gives the world a true picture of the stable and noble 

religion for which the church stands,truly a Temple of the 
Most High.It commands the respect: of the passer-by, because 

it shows him how Christians value their religion and are 

willing to rear costly and stately temples to their God and 

for His service. 

Tho. usual doterrent to stona construction is the initial 

Cost.Churches in America are too much of mushroom growth,in 

part due to the peculiar Church conditions,in part to lack 

of forethought and liberality of the membership. But the 

costliest material is the cheapest in the end.A well-built 

Stone building will stand for centuries and be the cheapest 

in point of upkeep.” 

The second place in buiktding materials is taken by fired 

clay.This includes brick, tile,terra cotta,and various others.: 

A good grade of brick has: lasting qualities and low upkeep.’ 
Whenever stone cannot: be employed,brick should be given 

second consideration. 

Wood is the most common building material for the small 

American church.While it has certain structural advantages, 

these are: outweighed by the lasting qualities and stable effect 

of brick’ ond stone.A wooden building is always a fire hazard ~ 
and frequently not permitted in larger cities with zoning 

lavs.Yood,also,is the most: costly in point of upkeep, looks 

‘flimsy’ and is usually not kept: in paint,so that: most 

Churches of wood construction look unsightly most of the tiie.” 

Particularly in localities with much dust and smoke a pain-   
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ted building looks unsightly a few weeks after a coat of 

Paint has been applied. j 

A few other building materials could be mentioned. Some 

large and architecturally beautiful churches have been built 

of such ignoble materials as sun-dried brick ana adobe. They 

are usually covered with whitewash both on the interior and 

exterior which, however,soon becomes unsightly.eWe do not con- 

Sider some of the modern materials as glass or enamelled 

Sheet-iron suitable materials.Their ‘profane' glossinoss 

doos not lend itself well for the purposes of church build- 

ing.What has been said of the Modernistic style applies,to 

a great extent,also to modern materials:.Cement blocks are 

positively ugly when amployed for a church,though they may 

look quite proper in a mikk=shed.Stucco is a sham,whch the 

Church shoulda carefully avoid.Cast concrete,unless exception-= 

ally wail done,is also unsightly and has not nearly the 

lasting qualitias of natural stone.The same holis good of 

Cast stone used for trim. 

We would, however,also warn against extreme traditionalism.: 

"Ein Liturgischer Standpunkt,dem das Alte teuor ist,weil es 

alt ist,kann uns den Weg,den wir suchen,nur verbauen. "(under 

traditionalism we would classify the refusal to use modern 

principles of construction and such modern materfals as steel,’ 

Where steel girders or roof trusses will eliminate pillard, 

they are certainly serving the Word.After all,wood beams have 

always been used in the construction of the roof trusses,so 

why not the steel girder? j 

Just a word about roofing materials.A good building de- 

serves a good roof.The time-tested materials of slate,tile, 

and the non-corrosive metals will still be found serviceable 

today.For the smail, particularly the frame,church,a good grade 

of wood shingle is suitable. Among the modern roofing materials 

the asbestos shingle has good lasting ‘qualities and is fire- 

Tesisting.go-called composition shingles of a paper or felt 

base are a fire hazard and have not proven serviceable.’ 

Even the roof of the building has its relation to the 

effectiveness of the Word.A leaking roof results in damaged 

fecoration, falling plaster,and an unsightly interior. 

4.Smend,op.cit.;p. 3e: 
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Heating, Cooling, ventilation. 
it may bo argued that such technical and mechanical cslements 

a3 we are about to treat in this chapter have little or no 

bearing on the offectivenees of the Word.But the very oppos= 

ite is true.There is hardly any sihgle feature of Church 

architecture that will affect the attitude,the comfort or 

disconmfort,of the hearer more than proper *air.conditioning'.- 

in this term we include’ not’ only the correct temperature 

for comfortbut also the necessary amount of oxygen, the 

@limination of noxious’ gases contained in what we usually term 

_ ful or stale air,as well as the proper degree of humidity.- 
; When the temperature of the church falls benaath 68 degrees 

lor rises aboYe 72,barring those withe abnormal circulation, 

discomfort results in the hearer.We are not interested,here, 

in heating systoms,whether hot water,steam,warm air,or elec- 

ticity.We Jo,however,want to mention that,whatevoer system 

is employed,it should operate quietly and distribute warmth 

evenly,including the floor.A cold and shivering audience will, 
normally, not be an attentive audience,@nd it would have to 

be a mighty preacher’ indeed that: would command attention under 

such adversa conditions.The same thing holds true of a hot, 

perspiring audience.We recall seeing a cartoon of a bishop, 

standing on the pulpit on an extremely het day before a most 

uncomfortable audience,wiping perspiratiom from his brow.The 

cartoon was entitled,rather izreverently, “forking to beat 

hell." But it has a lesson.Excessive. heat is a graat hin- 

drance to attention. But what are we to do about it? We can't 

change the weaather!sSo ih warm climates we allow the men to 

shed their coats,roll up their sleeves,and joosen their col- 

lars! We recall how horrified we were when first we saw this 

breach of atiquette, particularly when men’ approached the 

Lord's Table ih this condition.We began to shorton our ser-= 

vicas in summer,especially the sermon. We believe that a 

twenty-minute sermon on a hot day will be more effective than 

one of thirty.We even encouraged the removal of coats,ex- 

cepting during Communion. But in many’ churches this is not 

permitted.We recall the system of a northern Church of hav- 

ing a deacon stationed on the balcony,whose duty it was to 
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S88e to it that none of the young men removed his coat.We fear 

that those full-blooded young chaps,all hot and bothered,got 

very little out of sermon or service. 

So what: to do about it? Modern {invention gives ud the ans- 

wer:sAit-coolingl If we increase the temperature in winter,why, 

in the name of common sense,not. decrease it in summer? If in- 

dustry and commerce sees a benefit in air-conditioning to in- 

creaes production and sales,why should not the Church renove 

this nindrance of extreme discomfort and thereby increase 

“consugption' of the Bread of Life’? 

Air-coniitioning has a number of other advantages.With a 

Warm air heating system it can be connected with the same 

Conduits to supply cool air in summer.It is the only satis-e: 

factory system to supply the proper degree of humidity. vhete 

the air is too dry,respiratory passages will also be iry, 

causing discomfort,much clearing of throats and coughing.: 

Too much moisture,also,is uncomfortable,causing a sensation 

of clammynass.Air-conditioning,als®,if properly installed, 

will take a supply of freah air from God's great outdoors, 

filter,moisten,and cool it,keep it in motion and thus result 

in proper ventilation and eliminating drafts,which are all 

too common where the usual window ventilation is used. Fin- 

ally by eliminating the necessity of opening windows, the 

noises penetrating from the outside are greatly reduced 

and no opportunity given, the audience being distracted by 

what can be seen and heard through the open windows.: 

We have heard of. Churches materially increasing thoir 

attendance by installing air-conditioning.The increase in 

the effectiveness of the Word is,perhaps, yavondexapies but 

none the less real. 

; IT. ART e- 

The genefal principles whith guide us in Church art as the 

handmaiden of the Word have already been stated in the first 

part’ of this thesis and nedd not be repeated. Let us just remind 

Ourselves once more that ‘ars.gratia artis' is never in place 

in the House of God, but only Trond always=-art for the Word's 

sake. 
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The pure art content of the interior embellishments of 

the church --to distinguish it from the ‘Word’ content of 

, Subject and symbolism,affects the omotions only.But this 

effect is important. “Eine merkwusrdige Tatsacho isftes, 1 
| 

dass des Menschen Stimmung nach der Umgebung sich gestaltet." 

"Die Zunst hilft die religioesen Gefuehle in Bewegung brin- 

en uni vertieft und klaert die andaechtige Stimmung.™ 
fhe moods and attitudes of man will,to a great extent, 

determina the receptiveness of the individual and thus ine: 

Crease or decrease the effectiveness of the Word,t hough 

the efficiency of the Word, per se,is constant and in- 

variabie. 

The Christian artist is the greatest asset in attaining 

the desired result in Christéan art.“Johann von Fiesole 

warf sich jedes Mal,ehe er malte,auf die Knie,und sein 

Malen sollte,nach' seiner eigenen Ansicht, ein Gottesdienst 

sein.Darum schaut auch der Gott,der die Liebo ist,aus 

jedem seinor Werke hervor,und sie zeugen laut und lebendig, 

dass,wer ihn sucht,Frieden findet." SB8ut the Christian 

artist must not only be a Christian and have love andi dev- 

otion for his task,he must also be an artist-and master 

of technique. Amateurish or even grotesque painting and 

sculpture will prove themselves hindrances, rather than 

helps to the Word. "It is worthy of note that for gent 

uries the best art the world knew was in the service of 

the Church aiding in enriching, beautifying,and making 

Significant the place of worship." “The best: is none 

too good for the building which serves for purposes of 

public worship.” "No ability of mankind,no technique 

of human art,and no development‘of the human mind should 

be cons idezed too great in the service of the worship of 

the Lord." 

We believe that so much has been said and written in 

the "Pieture- Controversy',which agitated the Christian 

Church for centuries and is even now eccasionally revived,: 

1. Ritter,op.cit.,p. 3b: 
2i@asch, op eit. 9,280. 

‘ tter,op.cit.,p.46.° 
phen sop.cits 9p. 60, 7 
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that it is not nocessary,nor possible within the limits of 

this thesis,to enter upon it.Suffice it to say that,no 

doubt, there is a definite danger that the "syinbol might 

came to take the place of that: which is symbolized” for 

the ignorant ;hence,pastors must: be alert and untiring in 

inatructing their people in the meaning of any and all 

dacorative features and forms.To the intslligent Christ— 

ian they become a great: help to devotion and worship. "Dia 

vosllige Ausschliessung dar Kunst hat stess gino Verarmung 

der Religion zur Folge.” "Wahre Religion wird daher der 

Kunst sympathisch gegenuebarstehen." However,we must also 

warn against the undue emphasis of the ‘pictureit® word 

in contrast to the spoken Word as expressed by Ritter: 

"feine Yorte koennen das Leiden Christi am Kreuz so schoen 

und wahr sechildern un3d durch dasselbe so varmitteln,wia 

ein galungenes Gemaelde oder Skulptur und keine Worte 

koonnan Raphaels Pinsel auch nur wuerdig nachgehen, dio 

Reinheit und Haillgkeit,dieson seligen Ernst der Maria = 

schildern,wie es ih seiner Madonna St.Sixti’ geschient." 

The spoken Word remains supreme.The correct position is 

taken by DPr.Steinbeck: "Auch das Symbol ist ein geeignetes 

Mittel um Gottes Willen und den frommen Sinn der Gemeinde 

zus Ausdruck zu brihgen,aber es steht an Deutlichkeit und 

Vielseitigkeit weit hinter dem Wort zurueck." “We should 

keep suggestion in the realm of the auxiliary and not 

petmit it to hecome one: of our main techniques. ™: 

Just a word on the question of idealism and realism in 

Church art.We believe Churés& art should be idealistic, but 

Mot to the point of untruthfulness. The depitting of 
seamy and ugly things in life should find no place in 

the Christian church,even in the details of a picture.For 

this reason we would also rule out the realistic repres-— 

entation of the Crucifixion,as @.g,) the crucifix which, 

incidentally, was never used in the: early Church which 

4.Lasch o's Pe'2B4e! 
ce 36, e. er e je 
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Showed delicate feeling on this point.However,on the other 

hand, to omit the indications of d€uffering, for instance, 

in the features of Christ in:Sethsemane and dXopict, in- 

Stead,only serenity or even effeminacy, is not pernis— 

sible.There must be truthfulness and naturalness in the 

idealistic art of the Church. 

For this reason,also,we deprecate the so-called archaic 

as well as the Modermistic(realistic,cubistic) style.it 
is absurd to picture a Siblical character grotesquely, par= 

ticulafly in stained glass,just because it was the style of 

madieval artists.This definitaly detracts @rom,rather than 

aiils,devotion. We have often wondered whether these artists 

aid not know any better,or had not the ability to execute’ 

their art more naturally. One reason,no ioubt is,that 

Some moiern copies of ancient works of art are placed on 

a lower Level than the original,entirely changing the per-= 

Spoctive. Similarly Christian symbolism has beon'done in the 

archaic style and sometimes ccused it to be beyond recog- 

nition. A thing is not good art simply becausn it is old. 

It is the first canon of art that its product must be beaut-= 

iful and pleasing.The ‘reproduction of some medieval art in 

stained glass that we have seen is posititely repulsive. 

Similar objections may be made against Modernistic art. 

It is an unwarranted concession to the 'Zeitgeist',as id 

the Modernistic style of architecture.The Church and the 

Word are timeless.Much modern art is ugly and ridiculous.- 

When a sketch of a modernistic angel was offered to the 

writer upon the recent decoration of his church,the dec- 

orater,a thorough student of Christian art,observed that 

all the picture needed to make it complete would be to 

dress the angel in ‘shorts*.And yet such and similar mon- 

Strosities have been perpetrated in Christian »w-even Luth- 

erdn -- churches in the name of Christian art."Where art 

ends,the travesty of art begins." 

Pointing.— 
When we speak of @hurch decoration,we eliminate entirely 

4.Krotzmann,op.cit.,p.45e: 
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Such aberrations as’ comercially stamped sheet=-metal and 

wall-paper,also for other than artistic considerations.: 
In large stone churches inlaid stone (marble,etc.!) in 

artistic designs must be’ considered.These will,in the: 

nature of the matetials,usually be of geometric patterns,.: 

On the floor of the church only this type of pattern is 

permissible. But when speaking of church decoration,we 

think particularly of fainting, frescoing,and mosaics,the 

last of which we shall treat under ‘Murals.*® 

The decorative scheme and all its. details should, of 

Course,be in harmony with the style of architecture.It 
is disturbing to see a Gothic building decorated in the 

Romanesque style.Geometric and floral designs are propere: 

But also boriers and decorative details should not only 

be 'pratty', but meaningful.Also here there should be a 

happy union of beauty and religion."“Tho union of art 

and.religion is thus seen to be infinitely desirable.” 

It is just as easy and costs no more to paint a meaningful 

border as,for instance geometric designs which include 

cross,triangle,stars,etc.,or floral,using as a motif _ the 

oakvieaf,symbolizing spiritual strength or the grape-vine, 

Symbolizing the saying of Christ,"I am the vine,ye are 

the branches," John 45,5,as to use meaningless, though 

beautiful subjects.The former serve the Word directly;,,the 

latter merely gratify the esthetic sensibilities.: 

Celor is one of the most: important elements in church 

decoration.Since the entire wall and. ceiling surface is 

covered with pigment, this’ will have'a marked effect: on 

the: mood of the: audience.Hospitals,schools,and even fac- 

tories have learned the influence of color on their in- 

mates.Why not the Church? — 

In general we might state that the Light,so-called 

"pastel' shades: of color should be employed.But sufficient 

Pigment should be used not. to make the impression of 

‘washed-out’ color,and to allow color to exercise its 

effect of warmth and cheer.We have’ seen far more: churches 

4.Erb,op.cit.’   
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that were non-descript and lacked churchly ‘atmosphere’ on 

account of insufficient color than such that were over- 

decorated.There seems to be an undue fear of making a 

Church colorful.We must, of courseé,guard against gaudiness and 

‘loudness',@ut there is every reason why the church shouka 

Present a warm and cheerful,rather than a somber and life- 

less interior.The Christian religion is one of warmth and 

cheer,and the very walls’ should. breathe this impression. 

For the govound color only three come into consideration; 

red,green,and brown in their Light and delicate shaies of 

rose,pale green,and ivory or cream.Blue and grey are cold 

and unintoresting.Dark blues and reds may be used in dec- 

Crative details,as well as gold,but these should be om- 

ployed sparingty’. 
In regard to paintings of Biblical subjects--and to these 

we should confine ourselves in the Lutheran Church--the prin- 

Ciples laid down at the beginning of this chapter must be 

applied.They must be historically(Biblically) correct and 

the artist must hold his ‘artistic freedom' within proper 

bounds.They must be dascriptive of the qualities of man— 

liness, kindness ,courage,serenity,etc. of the character 

depicted and particularly of that most difficult and 

elusive quality,divinity,in the representation of the Sav- 

lor.Pictorial representation of the Father and the Spirit 

in human form,as was done in medieval ages,should be avoided. 

These are subjects for symbolism only. 

Mural paintings should depict chiefly the important ev- 

ents in the life of the Savior.Where the wall or ceiling= 

8pace allows,other Biblical scenes may be depicted.But 

paintings should be spaced properly,with sufficient backs 

ground,and not clutter walls and ceiling,giving the im- 

pression of a picture gallery. 

The same principles hold true in regard to’ mosaics. Mo- 

saécs have: the: advantage of lasting qualities,but the great 

disadvantage of, presenting concise and‘ true lines results inh 

an unreal,often grotesque, guality.Perhaps it is best, to 

limit their use to the geometric designs of the floon. 

  
 



  

Sculptura.: : 

The principles laid down for painting apply with special 

emphasis to sculpture,especially sculpture in the round, bo— 

Cause here we have: as. close a representation of the: person 

or object depicted as is humanly possible to devise.In 

Some sections of the Church the Picture Controversy was 

settled by the compromise that representation in two din- 

ensions was permissible, but not statuary,on account of the 

special dangor of idolatry.However,with an intelligant memo: 

bership this danger is eliminated.After all, three-dimen- 

“ sional Teprosentation is a matter of degree only.Yet we 

must be constantly on our guard and warn against the dan-— 

ger of abuse. ; 

Sculpture will find an especial place on tho exterior of 

stone churches in details of ornamentation.A statue of the 

inviting Savior would seem to us singularly appropriate 

% . above tha front entrance of the church.Such grotesque forms 

ae bs gargoyles and other mythical representations should be 

By avoided, = 

mY We hold that. also sculpture ,whsther interior or oxterior, 

Should be confined to Biblical characters and subjects.This 

holds true also of representations of Luther in Lutheran 

churches,at any rate in the chancel and nave of the church, 

excepting, perhaps,minor decorative details as his coatepf— 

arms,at inconspicuous places in the nave: 

Again we must warn against making the church a museum. . 

Statues,as well as pictures,should have their appropriate 

setting.In Lutheran churches little room will be found for 

statuary.Wood-carving will be Limited to doors and furnit-— 

ur@.Since the altar signifies the presence of God and is 

the Communion table, the only fitting representations on 

it are those of God (in symbolismJ and of the Savior in 

painting and statuary,ani a regief of the Institution of 

the Eucharist-.Reliefs or half-rounds of Evangelists and 

apostles are appropriate for pulpit and lectern;a scene of 

the Baptism of Christ for the Baptismal font.’ 

The most appropriate material for sculpture is white: 

marble.The more common veined marbles or other varigated 

stone tend to unnaturainess.The sayme is true of grained 
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wood.A face of grey or red granite appears to be covered with 

freckles.Wood statuary and carving,for which latter much 
fitting space will be found on’ chancel furniture and peg=- 

ends,is warmer than stone’ or metal.” 

Various plastics have been used in modern times. They lend 

themselves to painting and consequently to a more natural 

Tepresentation and, usually being recasts,are far lower in 

Cost ,though not nearly as lasting as a good grade of stone.’ 

The main purpose of stained glass has been treated above. 
under the chapter on fenestration.In order best. to serve the 

Word,we reiterate that the glass in the windows. of the church 

Should not: only be of pleasing design, but present positive 

Christian ideas. Stained glass lends itself admirably to pict- 

ures and symbolism.On account of the light streaming through 

it,it becomes particularly outstanding,and it should be the 

ambition of every Chufeh to equip the windows of its house 

of worship with stained glass.Particular attention should be: 

window.The rose window in modern paid to the rose ani chancel I 

rose,but a large Gothic or Rome: churches usually not being a 

Qnesqgue window,what: could be more fitting than a picture of 

the inviting Christ,the Sood Shepherd,or Christ: in Gethsemane,- 

which,with the Light streaming through it at night,is a fore 

cible invitation and reminder to all who pass by.” 

The chancel window above the altar must be of dark colors 

and well shaded,in order not: to admit counter-light. into the 

face of the audience.Its pugpose is not: so much to admit 

light as to be ornamental.In keeping with the meaning of 

the chancel and altar its subject should be the Trinity or 

a scene out of the life of Christ. 
As in all other branches of Christian art,the Savior should 

be outstanding among the subjects treated in stained glass.: 

Other well-known Biblical scenes: may be selected.But we ih- 

sist again that: such representations should be true and 

natural.if the so-called afchaic style must: bo used, let 

them at: least not be unnatural or grotesque.Stained glass” 

has,perhaps,been abused more than any other material,in 

distorted representations that: annoy and irritate artistic 
sensibilities,distract attention,and are a disservice to 
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.the Word.’ A worker in stained glass recentlg told the writer: 

"That type of art is easy.You can paint the figures any way 

you ploase.They are always right." 

A danger to be avoided, particularly in stained glass,is 

gaudiness’.Let there be sufficient shading,especially on the 

bright colors.’ 

Stained glass,also,lends itself very well for Christian 
Symbolism.Of it we shall speak in the following chapter.- 

Symbolism: 
Of all Christian art,symbolism is the oldest.It was used 

in the catacombs and other early Christian meeting-places. 

Symbols are a-concrete representation of abstract: ideas. 

Hence they are intended to provoke céntemplation and dir-— 
ect the mind to the thing symbolized.They may be executed in 

any of the materials that lend themselves’ to painting, car-= 

ving,or sculpture.They lend.themselves especially as motifs 

and details of decorative schemes. both on wall surfaces, 

  

doors and furnitures: 

There is a great variety of Christian symbols.The most 

Common, the cross,should be much in evidence in a Christian 

church.For mere decorative details the Greek cross should 

be employed.In order to serve the Word it is,of couse, im- 

perative that symbols be understood.Hence,constant: in- 

Struction ib necessary.A pastor will do weal to publish a 

booklet explaining. the’ symbolism of his church.‘A symbol 

not understood is worse. than useless.For this reason it is 

well to begin with the more common symbols, preferably with 

those having a positive Biblical background and basis.Be- 

Cause of the great: wealth of symbolism it is impossible for 

the average layman to remember the significance of all,pare 

ticularly of those whose meaning is not so obvious.In many 

instances it will be: well to have the meaning of the symbol 

written on or under it as,for instance,when the shields of 

the Evangelists or Apostles ‘are employed. 

In order that: symbolism may best serve its purpose of cal- 

ling attention to Biblical truths and events,care should be 

exercised to place: them into the proper part of the church.” 
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The chancel should contain only the symbols of the Godhead 

and the sacramental elements of worship.The rear wall of the 

Church lends itself well for symbols of the sacrificial olen- 

ents.One side of the church may be used for symbols of the 

Church Militant,the other for symbols of the Church Trium- 

Phant.In the windows of the west end of the church, facing 

the street, the pictures: and symbols of the Life and Passion 

of Christ are specially fitting as a sermon on the way of 

Salvation to those without.Thus,also,the symbols of Baptism 

are most appropriate in the baptistry;those of the Christian 

ministry ih the sacristy;those of praise ih the choir. 

Symbolism should be planned systematically and unifiod.Irt 

Should never be thrown helter=skelter throughout the church.° 

Thus,for instance,in stained glass symbolism,each window 

should be a unit in itself.A larger symbol may depict the 

theme,and smaller symbols grouped around it or placed into 

the borier as details of the main motif..Thus Zion Lutheran 

Church of S3unker Hill, T11.,has on its west wall(the church 

being oriented north and south) windows Llabelled:Christian 

Doctrines;Sacred Acts;Christian Life;and Christian Warfare. 

Tn the Last of these the insignia of the Lutheran Army and 

Yavy Commission appear ih the central shield and in the | 
border the armament of a Christian according to Eph.6,44-48 

is depicted, this window having been placed by the congregation 

in recognition of its members in the armed services. 

‘Interior Furnis¢hings:. 
We speak first of the: chancel furniture, because the 

chancel is the dominant element,the head of the building. 

In it we find a greater variety of furnishings,being the 

place of the officiant,than in any other part of the church.” 

The center of the chancel is taken by the altar,which symbol- 

izes the presence of God,is the place of prayer,and serves as 

a Communion table,from which it was developed.Since a com- 

bination of altar and pulpit is a remnant of Rationalism, 

it should be: avoided in Lutheran churches.™Bezeichnond ist 

ferner,dass die Kanzel,sehr haeufig mit dem Altar verbunden, 

in vielen Faellen ihm uebergeordnet ist..Die Bedeutung des 

 



  

Altars --dor in der katholischen fund lutherischen}- 

Kirche der Traeger der Objektivitaet Gottes ist --wird also 

durch den Rationalismus verkuerst,waehrend die Kanzel von der 

der Pfarrer seine Predigten haelt,ganz’ logisch an Bedeutung 

gewinnt. Dic Gemeinde sucht .ja .-wenn man es so zuspitzen 

darf --nicht mehr Gott: selbst,sondern eihen Prediger,der 

gewiss noch immer das 'Wort Gottes',also eine objektive 

Sroesse,predigt aber bei’ dieser seiner Predigt doch leicht 

in Cefahr kommt,seine subjektive Ausleguny. der Bibel mit 

dem Worto Gottes' zu verwechseln.™® 

The altar may be constructed of wood or stone,even of the 

finest marble.It deserves to be the costliest ani most el- 

Gborate piece of furniture in the church.If constructed of 

wood,it may be covered with a flat: varnish in a medium shade 

(gokden oak).Tf covered with paint,only pure white with gol 

trimming should be employed.The background of the altar,i.e. 

the rear wall of the chancel,should be painted in a con- 

trasting shade to make the altar more outstanding. 

The altar may be equipped with a reredos or dorsal curtain. 

It should not be so wide ana high as to fill the entire chan-= 

cel.Two-thirds of the width of the chancel may be considered 

the propar width of the altar.The uppermost member --usually 

a cross ~+of the reredos should be equidistant: from the ‘an- 

gles' of the chancel,or triumphanf,arch.It may be placed 

against. the rear wall of the- chancel or a few feet away from 

it.The latter is preferable,as the space between the altar 

and rear wall provides an ambulatory,so that the officiant 

May not be compelled to pass in front of the altar on his 

way to pulpit, lectern,or Baptismal font.It also allwws the 

Passing of the communicants around the altar,thereby fully 

symbolizing the right and privilege of the priesthood of 

believers to penetrate the very depth of the chancel,as 

well as the joyful statement of Pavid, "So will I compass 

thine altar,O Lord," Ps. 26, 6¢: 

4.Scharfe,op.cit.,p. 3780379 ut 
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The appointments of the altar may be of stone,wood,or 

metal.The empty cross symbolizes the completed work of 

atonement and the risen Savior; the candelabra,symbolizing 

Christ,the Light of the world,should be in clusters of: 

three(Trinity), five (wounds of Christ),or seven (gifts of 

the Spirit). Two Eucharistic candlesvicks,which should be 

lit only for the Communion service,remind us: of the instit- 
ution of the Lord's Supper “in the night in which He was 

betrayed." Vases for fresh cut flowers,symbolizing spirit— 

ual life and beauty,may also be included in the appointments .- 

The precious metals are none too godd;particularly gold 

Plating,which joes not tarniggh as readily as silver.Lately 

brass has become popular. The appointments shovld het be too 

Ornamental,but of pleasing design. 

These appointments should be placed on the retable,the 

Cross,of course, in the center, the others in pairs to either 

side to preserve symmetry.Only’ the missal stand with the 

Service books and the Eucharistige vessels have a place on 

the mensa of the altar.The latter,if at all possible,should 

be constructed of the precious metais,preferably gold. 

The pulpit takes the place at the right entrance of the 

chancel (as viewed from the nave:), the Epistle ambo,the lectern 

at the left.The place: of the Baptismal font we have treated 

sufficiently in a previous chapter.” 

If a Gommunion rail,preferably with kneelers,is provided, 

an openeing should always be left in the center,even during 

the distribution of the: Lord's Supper, to symbolize the free 

accessof the believer to his God.The closed rail stresses 

the error of the mediatorship of the priesthood.: 

Other chancel furniture may include the credence table 

or brac¥et for depositing the offerings of the congregation.” 

In spite of the rubric to the contrary inh some Agendas, the 

offerings should not be placed on the altar,as in the New 

Testament Church the altar is not a place of sacrifice. 
Chancel chairs may be: provided for the clergy,though it is 

Preferable to place them at the entrance of -the chancel or 

even in the nave to denote; that while ‘the officiant is not 

acting as a representative of the congregation,he worships 

with it,boing a part of it.As stated above,we do not con- 

 



Sider choir stalls proper furniture ih the chancel.The nat= 

fonal flag,service flag,etc.sd0 not: belong in the chancel, but 

in the narthex.In time of national emergency or in patriotic 
Servicos the flag of the country maybe placed at the right 

front of the nave,It should then be draped in black, denoting 

that the Church mourns when disaster has befallen the nation. 
The Christian flag is an innovation.It has no particular pus- 

P0Se or meaning outside of its color symbolism,as the cross 

on it will be in evidence at other,more prominent. places,in 

every Christian church. Where both @he national and the Christe 

ian flag are used,we believe the Christian flag should have 

the place of honor to the right of,or above,the national 

flag,to symbolize that our first loyalty is to God.” 
The main furniture of the nave isj;of course,the pews. These 

Should be solid and comfortable and not the "old straight- 

back instruments of torture" which constitute "ponfance 

Tather than privilege to sit in.” The new-style ‘benches’? 

ef light construction with but a borad or two for a lean,are 

not comfertable and remind of park benches.With the modern 

trend to ‘short and snappy! services,pew cushions are yardly 

necessary and in warm weather increase,rather than diminish, 

the discomfort of the: worshipper,unless they be of internal- 

Ppring construction and leather=covered.: 

The comfort of the worshipper; indeed,cannot be too greatly 

Stressed when considering it in its relation to worship and 

the preaching of the Word.An uncomfortable: person: is. 111 at 

Sase,becomes restless and cannot give his’ full attention to 

liturgy and sermon. 

Rather than special book-cases for hymnals, pews should be: 

equipped with book-racks, obviating the disturbing distrib- 

ution of hymnals by the ushers. Disappearing kneelers should 

also be provided to enable the congregation to kneel in 

comparative ease in confessional services facing the altar, 
and yet not constituting an obstruction between pews in 

other services. E 

special Among the furniture in the nave we might mention 

i. Kre temann,op.cit.,pe25e: 

 



  

  

Chairs for wedding parties,confirmations,etc.These should be 
Substantially constructed and. their design and finish in 

harmony with the rest of the furniture of nave and chancel.: 

Unsightly folding chairs are an abomination for these pur- 
poses, : 

The sacristy sould be warm and comfortable,not the verit- 

able ica-~box that we have found it: to be in some northern 

Churches.How can a cold and chattering preacher do his best 

on the pulpit? It should be squipped with a closat for vest: 
ments ani toilet facilitias.Among its furniture we may mention . 

a desk,a few chairs,a book-case,and a prie dieu for the pas-= 

tor'’s private devotions.’ 

The workers’ sacristy,beside the necessary cabinets for 

Storing the paraments without folding or wrinkling,as well 
Gs for the holy vessels,should be equipped with a piscina 

for their cleansing and pokishing.Cabinet space should be 

Provided also for candles,lighters,and any other equipment for 

the ser ice of the deacons in the chancel.Tho absence of a 

Properls equipped workers! sacristy is felt: keenly and often 

results in unnecessary disturbance during the Church service. 

How oftan haven not seon the deacons light matches on tho 

wall of the chancel or soles’ of their shoes in order to 

light the candles on the altar!” : 

The nursery should contain the, necessary furniture and 

equipment to serve its purpose,such as comfortable chairs,a 

table,small chairs for children,and noiseless toys.It will 
be well to equip it with separate toilet- facilities.: 

Every Church should supply,if at all possible, perhaps 

through the agency of an Altar Suild,the necessary para-~ 

ments in the five liturgical colors.This is desirabie not 

Only for the puspose of variety,but because of the symbolism 

of these colors. The liturgical Churches do well in follow- 

ing the Church Year,each season of which has its own general 

theme. The proper parament wil call the attention of the 

church attendant to that theme.The mensa of the altar should 

be: covered with a pure white,linen fair-cloth, denoting the: 

Spotlessness and innocense of Christ,at all times.A Greek cross 
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may be embroidered near the four corners of the mensa and one 

in the exact conter,symbolit of the five wounds of the Savior.- 
The necessary Eucharistic linens should be provided and kept 

Spotiessly ciean.By all means let the necessary purificators 

be. supplied and usedeWe have given up the symbolism of the 

"one bread,one body',gLet us not also sacrifice the symbolism 

of tha common cuv!iMany of our modern members, however,are vart 

Sensitive --some hypersensitive--on the poiht of cleanliness; 

80 let us xeep all holy vessels bright: and immaculately clean.” 

We might add -rthough it is not a part of Christian art-—- that 

the ministrant's hands‘ must bemeticulously clean and finger- 

nails properly maincured.If he’ is a.victim of halitosis or 
uses tobacco,let him, by all means,use a good deodorant for 

his mouth and hands: 

Neglect of some of these necessary details may become dis- 
astercus to the devotion of communicants and be a positive 

hindrance to the effect of the Word in the Sacrament. 

As to vestments’ of the pastor,books coull be written.with 

the resurgence of ritualism thera is much discussion on this 

point.We believe that also here we shoulda steer a middle 

Course betweon the extreme plainness of the ‘black pulpit 

gown, the origin and connotation of which are definitely not 

Churchly,but rather academic and judicial,and the excessive 

Pagentry of the Catholic and Episcopal Churches.The convic- 

tion that the clergy should be vested is ‘becoming genoral 

even in the Puritanhical Churches.The pastor dressed ina 

light, flashy,suit or wearing a conspicuous tie may do much 

to distract the attention of his listeners,direct it from 

his message to his person,and thus lay a hindrance into 

the path of the Word.This 18 also the case where a pulpit 
gown is worn,if light trousers or tan shoes protrude be- 

neath the gown or a brightly colored tie is visible.: 
Tha basic idea of ministerial vestments is to hide the 

personality, the subjectivity,of the officiant.From that 

Stamipoint the: plain black gown serves the purpose.It also 

lends dignity to his official acts.But the convistion és 
gaining ground that. there is too much drabness and somberness 

 



  

@bout the plain *funoreal’ black. If: we: have a change of color 
in Paraments,why not also at Least an indication of it in the 
vestments? At the present Zima within- the Lutheran Church. every: 
Pastor is a law unto himself in this matter.He uses as much 

or as Littla of the Old: Church or Roman Catholic vostments as 
his tastos dictate or his congregation will tolerate. “Thore 
ought to be a law agin it} "tn other.words,somae order skould 

be »rought thto this vexing problem.The danger is that: it will 

end in utter lack of uniformity and unhealthy innovations, in: 
Confusion and offense to: our people:..tet the Church appoint a 

liturzical committee to give thorough study to this question 
and maze recommendations, to the: Church. Let the Church adopt 
‘official’ vestments,as it has: adopted an official order of 

Service,and let these official vestments be urged on pastors 

and congregations in an. evangelical manner..If the Old: Church 

employed,let: us carefully cull out all 

Catholic connotations,ex.gr. the. chasublee: 

bast, beginning with the pulpit gown as a 

basis,to work out a set of distinctively Lutheran vestmentse: 

But lot extreme care be exercised in the introduction of new 

, (vestments. There are 6ew things that tend more easily to 

Cause resentment and a consequent unreceptive attitude among 

our people than innovations in the vestments of the pastor.: 

In a previous: chapter we! have spoken af: length on Symbolism 

in general. Just a word in regard to symbolism on paraments 

and vestmonts.’ Ket some thought be’ put into their selection.; 

let us chose those symbols which are in harmony’ with tho: 

Church year as, for instance,the ‘Holy,Holy,Holy*® or a 

Trinity symbol on the green, Passion symbols on the violet-and 

black,symbols of the. Spirit and spiritual fervor on the red,: 

"Alleluia’' or a symbol of Christ on’ the white: paraments or 

vestments are to be 
those with snecific 

Porhaps it would be 

vestments.’ 

Worship.° 

Music is art.Church music sould be: ecclesiastical art.As 
Such it has only once function:to serve the Word.“Die Kirchen- 
MUS ike iSt die Diepnerin Jes Evangeliums und Gehilfin der 

Froemmigkeit in ihrem Verkehr mit Go@@.™ We shall chiefly 

let. others speak for us on this subject,especially Prof..Stein- 
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beck in his masterly treatise, "Beddutung und Stollung der 

Kirchonmusik im evangolischen Gottestienst.™ 

Dr.Steinbeck givas the following definition of music: 

"Die Musik aber ist Alejenige loiblich-seelische Aeousserung 

des Menschen,die iie Welt der Toene in den geordneten Formen 

Won Molodicg,Yarmonie und Rythmus benutzt,um irgendeinen see- 

lischan Thnalt zum Ausdruck zu bringen.Wir fragen also,ob der 

Ton in diesem besondaren Sinne sich. kirchlich verwerten laesste: 

Die. Antwort scheint durch die: ganze Entwickelung der Kirchen- 

musik von den aeltesten Zeiten an. bis zur Gegenwart gecgeben 

gu sein," 

Word.HYere we cannot agree with Dr.Steinbeck who fenies "reine 

Musik" a place in the Church. “Darin [ass die Musix den Zweck 

hat dem Worte zu dienen] Liegt,dass sie sich’ dann mit dem 

Teligioesen Wort verbinden und auf ihre betaetigung als reine: 

Musik verzichten muss." However,his position should be given 

thoughtfui consideration. 4 

4.Stoinbeck,op.cit.,0.355- 

2.4bi2.,p.836. 

3.[bid.,p.839. 

4."Nehmen wir jedoch einen Instrumentalsatz ganz freier Fr- 

findung,so ist die Wirkung eine rein aesthetische,d.h,sie fin= 
det auf oinem Enpfindungegebiet statt des Seelenlebens,das von 

dem Gebiet des Glaubens deutlich unterschieden weden muss. 

Ich will nicht leugnen dass in einem Tonsetzer-bei Abfassung 

eines Instrumentalstueckes religioesd Empfindungen lebendig 

gewesen sein koennen,und dass er die Absicht gehabt haben 

kann,diese den Hoerern vernehmlich zu machen.Aber erstens ist. 

der Erfolg solcher Bemueohungen Yanz unsicher,denn es ist rein 

musikalisch nicht moeglich den Ausdruck religioeser Empfins: 

dungen von dem Ausdruck verwandter,aber nicht religioeser 

Empfindungen zu unterscheiden.Mann kann doch nicht jedes Stueck 

ernsten Charakters bereits religioes nennen.Es giebt freilich 

viele Leute,denen die Empfindung des Schoenen in dor Musik. 
und anderen Kuensten mit Religion gusammendaceklt." (op.cit.p.’ 

839-840,') "Wenn es nun aber auch einem reinen Instrumental- 
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We would agree with Howard Hanson,Director of Eastman 

School of Music at the ColgatesRochester Divinity School: "But 

if the Church needs great musit,even as surely does music need 

Teligion;for music achieves its ultimate greatness only when i 

the comrosor has been inspired by visions of surpassing spir-~ 

{tual bocuty.There is a music which, perceived by’ a sensitive 

listener,axpounds a greater philosophy,awakens deeper emotions, 

and brinas to life latent spiritual forces buried beneath the 

Casual consciousness of averyday life.” In brief,even as ali 

Pure art has an effect on the emotions,so also pure music of 

the proper type may' be instrumental in arousing moods. and at- 
titudes that are favorable to the reception of the Word.we 

heartily azsroe,however,that,whereever possible,also in the art 

of Church music a -arriage’ of music and the Word is highly de= 

sirable and should bo ordinarily employed.Of it we shall speak 

later; 

Stueck gelingen koennte,allgemasine religiose Empfindungen zum 

Ausdruck zu bringen,so koennta es doch zueitens das spezifische 

Christliche HNoeilsbewuastsein durch Melodie,Harmonie und Ryth- 

Beta ven wiadergeben;hier muss eben das deutende Woryzen 

deutlichen Ausitruck verhelfen.Somit ist: als® irgend eine Toke: 

kata und Fuge von 3ach oder irgend eine Orgelsonata ton Men-= 

delssohn tpotz ihres ernsten und vielleicht -erhabenen Inhalts. 

noch keine ¥irchenmusik.Es koonnen gute Xonzertstuecke sein, 

sie brauchen aber noch nicht: in den Gottesdienst zu passen. 

Sie koennen din Hoerer aesthetisch tief beruehren, brauchen 

‘aber noch keine religioesen oder christlichen Empfindungen 
oder Gedanken in ih#.zu wecken.Sie passen vielleicht fuer 

ein Kitchentkonzert,weil hierfuer noch andere Gesetze gelton,: 

aber den besouderen Anforderungen des Gottesdienstes ver- 
Jie 

moeqen sie nicht gerecht: zu worden. "({bid 2.340)" 

1.Menson,or. ett, ps3. c, 
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Tf, then, music is a legitimate means in the service of the 

Word, the quostion naturally arises, "What: kina of musics" we: 
Will ayree that many types of music would be definitely: harn— 

ful to worsh and directly opposed to the interest of the 

Word.wle shall Let Dr. Steinbeck answer the question."YWoelche 

Art Musi ist nun geefgnet fuer den Gottesdienst? Wir sagen 
| tunaechst:eine solche,ile aus’ den Geist evangelischor 

Froammigkeit goboren ist und dashalb imstande ist zur Pf£lege 
Vangelischor Froemnigkeit belzutragen.Daraus folg@dass wir 

| keine Sentinentale,suessliche und weltliche “Musik im Sottes- 

dienst haben wollen. fvangelische Froemmigkeit ist nicht so, 

| Sie ist kein Sefuehischwang,soniern bei alloar Gefuehlswaer- 

me ound Gefuehistiefe doch kraftvoll und gesund.Sia wuerde 

durch soiche “usik also in falsche Sahnen gelenka. worden.ir 

duerfon daboi auch nicht [jarnicht?) auf gen Gaschmack der 
Semeinac olor *%25 Chors Puscksicht nehmen und sagen:Sie hat 

eS gern ofer er singt es gern.Denn nicht die empirische Ge- 

meinde ist ter Massstab. fuer dua kirchliche Leben,sondern die 
ideale SemointessieeseWvir verlangen natuerlich nicht lauter 

Musik im Stil von "Ein feste Burg ist unser Gott"--den wir 
@inen horoischen Stil nennen koonnen,aber doch gesunde und 

Rahrhafte Speise.Die evangelische Kirchenmusik jes 46.und 17.: 
Jahrhunderts und der ersten Haetfte des 48,Jahrhunderts kann 
in ihren Hauptvertretern als solche bezeithnet werden,waeh- 

‘tend nachher eine lange-Epnoche minderwaertiger Musik oein— 

“setzt.™ "Die zweite Forderung,die wir aus unserem Prinzip 

4 abloiten muessen ist die,dass wir keine schwuelstige und 

“+ mystiach gestaltete Musik haben wollenessauuch keine gottes— 
dienstliche Musik die einen rein sehnsuechtigen,unbefriedigton 

Charaktar an sith traegt." “Auch jene berechtigte Sehnsuch 

Tuht ja ganz auf der Hailsgewissheit,sie ist keine ihrer 
Exfuellung ungewisse,gsondarn nur eine nore hof fende, aber 

des Hoffnungsgutes gewisse Sehnsucht..* 

ys Neither should we take for granted that all music writ- 

ten by great Church composers is good and proper for use 

{n the Church service.This holds true even of some of Bach's 

1.Steinbeck,op.cit..,p.844.; 

2.ibid.,p.842.;  
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Compositions. While it is true that “Johann Sebastian Back 

diting his Lifotine developed, perfected and,in a senso, 
brought to a Conclusion the greatest contrapuntal period 
known to modern music,a technique which has never been va- 
Qnd perhaps never will be---surpassed® yet in the: judg 
mont of Dr.Steinbeck: "So finden wir,z B, unter Bachs ‘Wer— 

ken solche,die allzusehr den Barokstil des '48.Jahrhunderts 
On sich tragon und fuer unsere Gemeinden nicht eindrucksvoll 7 
Sind. Die damalige Sitte fugierter Chorsae'tze fuehrt doch 
mManchmal zu einer sehr technisch tonstruiertozmals aus dem 

Gefuehl goflossenen Musik,die vielleicht den Konner in- 

teressiort,aber fuor dis volkstuemliche Gemeinde nicht ge- 
niessbar ist....Was im Gottesdienst geboten wird,muss ver- 
Staendlich sein." We should Like to underscore the last -sen- 

tence heavily.We realize, indeed,that it is necessary to ed— 
ucate the tastes of our @hurch membership up to a higher 
Standard of approctation. "The factesethat the great art in 

Qny form is not necessarily the art which makes the sttongest 

initial appeal to those subjected to it «»sthe sensitization | 
to beauty in whatever form it exists is not so simple a mat- 

ter as it might at first ‘seem.It is all too probable that 

the congregation of Listeners may prefer a poor anthem full 

ef cheap sentimentality to a work of pure strength,which 

Springs from the bed-rock of religious conviction.e‘s.:.The 

‘congregation which has once become sensitized to the great= 
Sst religious music of the ages will heve feceived a price- 

less spiritual gift which will be a part of themselves for-~ 
E ever." : 

As stated above,music combined with the Word should be em- 

Ployed whenever possible,because in this capacity it does,so 

to speak, 'double duty',’ "Der Grund ist der dass sie [die Musik] 
imstande ist dem Wort einen erhoehten Ausdruck zu verleihen. 

Die Musik vermag den Empfindungsgehalt,der im Worte steckt, 
mit ihren besond@ren Mitteln zu verstaerken,dass den Eindruck 
des Wortes dadurch bedeutend vertieft wird.Unsere Erfahrung 

ggisiabeet opel et tabi.  
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bewoist as:ruhige und arregte Gafuehle, Wrauie und Schmerz, 

Stilles Sinnsn und Leidenschaftliche %lagsa,fosten Slaubens- 
trotz unt weltuoborwindenda Hoffnung, jubolnde Dankbarkoit 
und hingebende Liebe,alles vermag die Musik in ihrer Ver- 

bindung mit dem Wort su einem dia Seele tief beruechrenden 
Ausiruck zu bringen. Das,was im Wort gemeint ist,aber durch 
Seine tegriffe nur angedeutet werden kann, ,holt sia gleich- 

Sam hervor und bringt das Unausgesprochena und Unaussprech- 

Lliche zum lebendigon Enpfinden.warum=die Musik das kann,. 

Scennes was aatuerlich niche eckiueren;#s 18t die gehsin- 

Nisvolie tbhstinaung der menschlichen Seele auf die Wunder- 

Wait des Kianges,die wir eben nur dankbar und Staunend hin-= 
Nehmen “ocnnen,wie ja sob ives hick alle érscheinungen doer 

Jrossen Sottesschoopfung. " Asain: "Ich sehe dabei’ aller- 

dings von solchen Instrumentalsaetzen ab,di@ auf der Melo- 

die eines Hirchenlioded aufgebaut sind.Denn héer ist- die 
Baziehung zuj raligioosen Woer hergestellt,da die Melodie 

Ja nicht um ihror salbst willen da ist,sondern um des Lie- 

dortexts3 willon.Zin solchor Instrumentalsatz benuetzt zwar 

die Melodia ohne Worte,aber in der Melodie ist das Wort so- 

fusagen mit onthalten und schwingt beim Anhoeren der iHelo=- 

die in Yarzen mit." 

Wa would also heartily agree that 

Spieic sollen zum Gesang in Beziehung stehen.Es ist eigend-— 

lich solbstverstaendlich,dass in einem Vorspiel schon die 

Melodie des kommenden Liedes anklingt.™ As to the purpose 

of the postlude Dr.Steinbeck states that: in it the organist 

Should strive to have the melody of the “"zuletzt gesungenen 

"Vorspiele und Nach- 

Liedes wieder anklingen und auskiingen zu lassen.” 

We cannot. enter here upon a discussion of the Various 

kinds of hymns,chorals,and songs.The choral,no doubt,serves 

best the Word among the various styles of -hymnody.Congre-— 

gational singing, says: Dr. Steinbeck: “ist ein Symbol dafuer 

dass sie [ate Gomeinde/ im lebendigen Verkehr mit Gott steht,: 

ae Bre iabecks pe eite a be 37.: 

3: ibid2 3b BS50e.  
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Statt bloss cin dumpfes und stumpfes Objekt seiner Wirkungen 

zu scinj;und es ist ein Symbol dafuer,dass sie innerlich zu- 

Sammengehoort,ein Ganzes bildet,das sich auch als Ganzes 

aeussert.Der Gemeindegesang bringt sozusagen erst Leben 

in die Gottesdienst lichen veses saaes erhaelt sie frisch 

und erhebt ihr Gemuet.™ 

The choir “ist keihessegs eine Schar von Xnozertsaengern,- 

die im Gottesdienst auftreten,sondern er ist derjenige 

Teil der Gemeinde,der in kuenstlérischer Form sowohl einer-— 

Sseits ihre Anbetung,ihren Dank,ihre S3itte,ihr Geloebnis 

vor Gott bringt,also in kuenstlerisch erhoehter Weise das 

fortsetzt,was sie selbst in volkstuemlichen Wort und Ge- 

Sang selbst tut,und dann anderseits als ein Prediger des _ 

Evangeléums und Verkuender des Willens Gottes auf seine 

besondere Weisé der Gemeinde gegenuebertritt und so das 

fortsotzt,was der Liturg am Altar und der Prediger auf 

der Kanzol zguorst und hauptsaechlich zu tun haben. Der 

Kirchenchor uebt somit gine Funktion aus,die zur Ergaen— 

zung anderer Faktoren in Gottesaiienst --der Gemeinde und 

des Geistlichon -<dient und ihr eigenes Handeln erweitert." 

And, finally,just a brief quotation in regard to solos. 

We would agree with Dr.Steinbeck when he,on the question 

of their propriety,answerst"Im allgemeinen wird man wbh1l 

antworten:nein.Fuer unser Gefuehl hat ein solcher Solo— 

gesang eben leicht etwas Xonzertartiges,man achtet mehr 

als gut ist auf die persoenliche Kunst des Saengerse'c'c'cec eo 

man nimmt das Ganze zu sehr als einen desthetisohen Genuss, 

wozu der Gottesdienst doch nicht da ist. 

Liturgy.” 
This is a field that desefves,in this day of liturgical 

Tevival,a separate treatise.Just a few observations, how- 

ever,will suffice th satisfy the purpose of this thesis: 

The Liturgy,more than any other Mhase of Christian art,- 

unless we except the sermon,stands in close connection with 

"7" TTBTaTabest, spreites p84 * A * e, §;. $BL9:2B:38 
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the Word,especially its sacramental elements,because it is 

the Word in chant and music.’ The liturgy of the Church is 
extremely important.It is a peculiar,perhaps sada,observas 

tion that the members of the visibile Church have been often 

drawn closer to the Church and held more firmly by it through 

its liturgy than by its doctrines and preaching, though we 
of the Lutheran Church must not forget that: ritualism may 

also be a detorrent to mission: prospects with a Reformed 

backgrouni,and it sometimes remaihs. for them a disturbing 

factor for a long time after having become members of our 

Church, : 

The Limits of this treatise forbid us to enter into the 

Various parts of the biturgy,their origin, desiramility,and 

Teasons for being included.The guiding principle,of course, 

again must be the exclusion of all elements. that- do not 

8@rve tho Word or sarve it-best,and the inclusion of those-- 

Gnd just so much of them---as will heighten the effect: of 

the Word.what theso elements are has been quite satisfac-— 

torily decidod by the official “Order of the Morning Wor- 

Ship" and the order for soma of the minor services.It will 

Serve the Word best to adept. these orders of service for 

Congregational use,or as much of them,and in the proper : 

order,as circumstances will permit.Uniformity is highiy 

desirable,so that the visitor may not be confused and. dis-— 

tracted and the 'stranger within our gates" may be able 

to follow the printed order of service. “The day ought: to 

Come when Lutherans throughout the: land would use but ono 

Liturgy,so that whenever we entered a’ church bearing the 
Name Lutheran,we would be familiar with all the services.™ 

Our liturgical heritage is a treasure to be valued. Wons: 

liturgical Churches are groping for more satisfactory forms 

of worship as is evident from such pathetic and misdirested 

attempts as McDormand's "The Art of Bulldihg Worship Services.: 

Liturgy is one thing and the proper execution of it an- 

other.The effect: of the most: proper and beautiful liturgy 

Can be much Jiminished,yes entirely noutralized, by its per-— 

functory,hasty,or slovenly execution.We dare not make too 

L,Strobel,op.citsp.176.: 
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great concessions to “unser ungeduldiges,schnell ermatten— 

des Geschlecht.” Improper pronunciation,accentuation, modu- 
lation,or intonation is irritating to the intelligent wor- 

Shipper and detracts enormously from the 6ffectiveness of 

the liturgy.Let the liturgist be alwaye fully conscious of 

his sacred duties.where the Litergy is chanted by the lit 
urgist,let it be done well,or not at all. "Schlechter,un- 

Teiner,kraechzender Gesang muesste ein Aergernis fuer dio 

Gemoinde sein,” ; ; 

Special intercessions for the congregation and its 

members in emergencies and thanksgiving for God's protection 

Should not be neglected in the Liturgical prayers. "In den 

Fuerbitton soll Lokalfarbe herrschen."“We recall how our 

Congregation was pleased and a definite spiritual desire 
Satisfied,whon we offered a special prayer of thanksgiving 

after our church and congregation had passed through a tor— 

nado virtually unscathed and no death or serious injuty 

has resulted in our city.The observation was repeatedly 

®xpressed: "Tha Lutheran pastor was the only one that took 

Cognizance of God's gracious protection.” For the same 

reason the waning custom of special intercessions for 

members in sickness and other emergencies,as well as thanks— 

giving after deliverance from them,should be revived. 

Instruments. 

The most fitting instrument. for the church is the pips 

Organ,the queen of musical instruments:.The modern electric 

imitation cannot take its place.The organ should be built 

especially for the church. The lyric or theatrical stops should 

be: subdued or entirely eliminated,romembering that the church 

is not a concert hall.Its volume should correspond to the 

Size of the building. It: should be’ equipped with the reqhkis- 

{te stops for the voluntaries(Manual),as well as for accom- 

panying congregational singing(Great) and the singing of 

smaller groups(Choir Organ)..The organist should show: by his 

posture and demeanor that he is conscious of his position 

a8 a servant: of the Word and is nota performer. 

4.Steinbeck,op.cit.,p.654.: 
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Other musical instruments or combinations of instrunm- 

@nts,such as orchestras,bands,or ensembles,are generally 

out-of place in the church.Exceptions may be made in spec 

fal song-services,such as the Children's Christmas’ Ser- 

vice,when piano or string accompaniment may add to the 

effectiveness of the message proclaimed by the singing.’ 

Loud and blaring brass instrujents,Such as truspets or 

@ven bands,may be usable ih open-air services, but will 

{11 serve the.Word in church.We recall a solemn anniver- 

sary service which was entirely spoiled by the ‘little 
German band' trying its utmost to 'raisd the roof,” Ev- 

Tything in its proper place!The muted bugle in the basement 

Or in an adjoining room or building blowing taps at a 

Soldier's funeral or memorial service,truspets sounding 

the glad tidings on Christmas Eve or Easter morning,may 

be quite proper and effective,but they would be out of 

Place in the Church service. : 

"A @hurch without a bell soems to us Like a’ person 

without a voice, ® The bell,since times immemorial,has 

Sounded the invitation of the Church,™Come,for all things 

are now ready," Luke 44,47.Where possible,two bells, 

pitched in harmony,are an asset.The higher=pitched bell 

may then be rung for joyous occasions and the low-pitched 

bell for solemn events,as funerals,etc.They should be equip— 

ped both for ringing and tolling.Whereever possible,a set 

of chimes {s a beautiful and useful addition.Through it 
the church tower attains a more versatile and intelligible 

voice by being able to sound forth tunes which will call 

to mind the words commonly sung with them.Modern igvention 

has made it possible to operate the chimes from the organ 

or from a separate key=board.Where the price of chimes is 

Prohibitive,a set: of chimes may be added to the organ and 

these connected with an amplifier in the tower.’ 

‘Literature.’ - 
Literature is the art. of language.Language is the vessel 

and carrier,the vehicle of the Word.It follows that,in or- 

der to serve the Word best,we must not only use the: danguage 

4.Xretzmann,op.cit.,Dp. 25e" 

 



  

Which our hearers understand best,but also to use that lan-= 

Guage in a manner that it be best understood. "If I come: 

Unto you speaking in tongues,what shall I profit yout" 4 €on,° 

44,6."If the trumpet give an uncertain sound,who shall pre- 
Padre himself for the battle?" v.8.That- holds true partic- 

ularly of the preacher and: liturgist,but: of choir and other 
Singers as well.When the’ words sung, cannot be understood,- 
a8 is so oftene-must. we say usually?f--the case,the anthem 
loses most or all of its value as a servant of the word and 

is no more than an esthetic enjoyment,~e= and we have heard 

many that in all charity couldn't. even be called that. Tt 
were far better for the choir to sing a simple,known tune, 
Which the people can follow and for which they can: in thoir 

mind supply the words, than’ the most elaborate selection of 
which neither words nor music can be understood. 

Tho language of the Church must::be sinmple.We will always 

have children and uneducated adults even in our most *re- 

finea® Congregations.Let us’ remenber that simple,childlike 

language is not -childish nor necessarily unrefined. "When 

YOu preach among the learned and judicious,you may show your 

art and set these things. forth with as many flourishes,and 
turn them as skilfully as: you wish. ® : 

"Bene docet qui’ bene: distinguit.™ The langhace of the 

Church must. be: concise.It is a task, worthy of a master 

Linguist to preach both simply and concisely.’ 

The language of the Church should be dignified and pol- 

ished. Preaching is an art.It is sacred rhetoric. "A sermon 

at its best is an artistic product." But again we must warnt 

abeve all on the puppit and ih the chancel,no art for 
art's sake.The officiant: is there ‘for the purpose of pro- 

Claiming the: Word of Reconciliation,not to show his knows: 

ledge of words and his literary or oratorital GbLEstn. "the 

Preacher must be more than an artist; he: dare not be less." 

This is true of free prayers as well. They’ should be "models 

not only of religious worth but of literary finish.” 

d:deghes:epeeodastion auto the: Snail Catechipm,’ 
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The Language of the pulpit should be popular.By his lan- 

Guage as well as the timeliness of his topics and illustrat- 
fons the pastor must show that he is not a being from an- 

Other world, but lives and feels with his hearers. He must, 

however, distinguish carefully between popugarity and vul-— 

Sarity and 'siang'. One 'slang( or,vulgar expression may 

Spoil the effect of an-‘entire: sermon.With these restrictions 

in mind,we find truth in the saying, "Preach in the Language 

of the street,and the man from the street will be in your 
pew." : 

Above all,lot the Language be correct.An ungrammatical 

sermon 

The Préucher,above all,has no right to murder the King's 

English--or the Kaiser's German--and thus to lay a-stumbling-— 
block into the path of the Word.We have heard sarmons in our 

Own circles,particularly during the period of transition 

ftom the German to the English lLanguage,the grammer and 

Style cf which wore atrocious.Tt seems humanly impossible 

to give due attention to the: contents of the sermon when 

its languaye is abominable.I recall tho case of a promising 
young Christian woman,a graduate ofa Lutheran university, 
Whose neglect of the Church was. directly traceable to the 

atrocious grammar and pronunciation of the pastor.It is 

Qnnoying,to say the least,when,for, instance,at a funeral 

Service the departed is consistently referred to as "the 

diseased" instead of “the deceasedg” and it can positively 
when he is invited 

to pray with the words, "Let us bray",or,worse, "Let spray.” 

  

Conclusion. = 
Whatever,then,in architecture and art does not directly 

or indirectly serve the Word is not Christian, but secular 

art.Whatever is detrimental to the effectiveness of the 

Word and places hindgrances into its path,is positively 
anti-Christian and must be’ conscientiously and carefully 

‘neutral’ art may serve the Word indirectly, avoided.While 

typically Christian art serves: it directly,and pare srence 

should be given to it: whenever possible. 

will never command the respect of the educated hearer. 
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Let the @hurch architect and artist ply their trade 

and exdcute their art from this standpointsand let the 

Church bodies,congregations,and their pastors insist on 

it, both in planning and execution,to the glory of God 

and the greater service of His Word. 

"The response of people to architecture that leads 

the eye and imagination upward,to Lovely music rendered 

with skill and feeling,to worshipful services that draw 

the soul from its fragmentariness to a sense of fellow-= 

ship with the divine,to preaching that not only enlightens 
the intellect but warms the heart---thase are indfegttons 

which the thoughtful preacher will not ignore nor deny.” 

| 

Uae |
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